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PREFACE

The aim of this thesis is to present a survey of

Swedish vocal music, a subject upon which nothing in

English exists and very little in Swedish. Because of

this lack of material the writer, who has spent a year

(195152) of research in music in Sweden, through the

generosity of Mrs. Alice M. Roberts, the Texas Wesleyan

Academy, and the Texas Swedish Cultural Foundation, has

been forced to rely for much of his information on oral

communication from numerous critics, composers, and per-

formers in and around Stockholm. This accounts for the

paucity of bibliographical citations. Chief among the

authorities consulted was Gsta Percy, Redaktionssekreterare

(secretary to the editor), of Sohlmans Jusiklexikon, who

gave unstintedly, not only of his vast knowledge, but of

his patience and enthusiasm. Without his kindly interest

this work would have been impossible,
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FOREWORD

The earliest stages of Swedish civilization date back

to approximately 6000 B. C. Around 2000 B. C. a large

number of immigrants migrated from the south, the last

large-scale invasion. About 1500 B. C. a native skill at

metal handicrafts developed. This sudden burgeoning of a

Nordic Bronze Age, following the long stone age, is re-

garded as one of the great eigmas in the history of

European civilization. The nucleus of Swedish State

formed about 500 A. D., with ,Uppsala as the first ack-

nowledged governmental center, The so-called "Viking Age"

lasted from about 800 to 1050 A. D. During the ninth and

tenth centuries Christian missionaries from France, Germany,

and England visited Sweden, but Christianity was not

established until the close of the eleventh century.

Traces of the Middle Ages are still evident in the older

churches and royal castles. Under the reign of Gustavus

Vasa (known as the "Builder of the Swedish Realm"), from

1523-1560, Sweden saw a great development, notably in

mining, agriculture, and commerce. This King of Sweden is

said to have laid the political foundations of modern

Sweden. He was also responsible for the centralization of

the administration, and he instituted the Protestant state
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church which still exists today. Indeed, Gustavus Vasa is

a figure parallel to George Washington in historical im-

portance. In the seventeenth century came the personality

of King Gustavus Adolphus, who ascended the throne in 1611

at the age of seventeen. Despite his short reign of

eleven years, his accomplishments were considerable: the

organization of the judiciary, the reorganization of the

army, the extension of commerce, the colonization of

Delaware, the founding of a college at Vfsters, the

endowment of the University of Uppsala, and the military

leadership of the Protestant cause during the period of

the Thirty Years' War.

In 1644 Christina, the only child of Gustavus II, was

crowned queen. She reigned until the year 1654. Christina

encouraged manufacturing, trade schools, migration of

scholars to Sweden, and native science and literature

flourished under her encouragement. The reign of Chris-

tina, also an era of cultural advancement, was terminated

by the Queen's removal to Rome where she was active in

cultural circles, and her decision to adopt Catholicism.

Marco Marazzoli dedicated his allegorical music drama,

called La vita humana, to Christina, and the first per-

formance took place in her presence in the theatre of the

viii



Barbarini Palace in Rome in 1656. The libretto was written

by Cardinal Rospigliosi, later Pope Clement 1X.1

During the eighteenth century, literature and science

flourished. Important names in the natural sciences were

Carl von Linne (Linnaeus), the father of modern botany;

Anders Celsius, a physicist who perfected the centigrade

thermometer; Torbern Bergman, founder of chemical analysis;

Carl Wilhelm von Scheele, another chemist who discovered

oxygen; and Emanuel Swedenborg, a scientist who sketched

things such as an airplane and a submarine. Furthermore,

the oppression of the people by the nobility was reduced by

Gustavus III who ascended the throne in 1771. During the

nineteenth century great figures arose in the cultural

world, as well as in the industrialization of Sweden: the

botanists Agardh and Fries; the zoologist and archaelogist

Sven Nilsson; the inventor John Ericsson; the chemist Per

Henrik Ling; and the sculptor Fogelberg, all of whom made

valuable contributions in their respective fields, while

Esaias Tegner and August Strindberg are true represent-

atives of literary accomplishment.

Although Sweden rests on ancient foundations, its

civilization in many ways is remarkably young. Because of

1A. W. Ambros, Geschichte der Musik, Vol. IV, 3rd
edition, revised by H. Leichtentritt, p. 528.



Sweden's geographical location, its progress in music was

slow in comparison with the large continental centers of

culture. Nevertheless, Sweden has a great deal of folk

music in which there is a wealth of beautiful songs,

relatively unknown, alas, outside their native land.
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CHAPTER I

EARLY SWEDISH SONG

The history of the Swedish art song or L (to use

the German term employed for songs of this kind) was

greatly influenced by the development of art song elsewhere

in Europe above all Germany. The tradition of the folk

song, used as work songs, dancing tunes, drinking songs,

and even in the religious songs of Protestantism, has

brought to Germany, as well as Sweden, some character-

istics of the Middle Ages. The melodies of the church

hymns, chorales, and school songs, as well as the airs of

the Baroque opera, have contributed to the development of

art song. An important step towards a modern type of song

is found in the German Singspiel of the eighteenth century.

These forms became the foundation which, during the last

decades of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, produced the Romantic Tied, which reached

its peak with Franz Schubert, Robert Schumann, and Johannes

Brahms.

In Sweden the development of the Lied is bound up with

the religious Visa (see pp.99-101) and the first important

examples are found in Gustaf Dtben's (1624-1690) Odea

1
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Sveticae written in 1674,1 and later in airs by Johan Helinch

Roman (1694-1758)2 and the didactic songs contained in the

24 Oder written in 1753 by Henrik Philip Johnsen (1717-

1779).3 Another influence on Swedish art song came from

opera with the inauguration, on September 30, 1782, of the

Royal Opera House by Gustaf III, at Gustaf Adolf's torg

(market place), Stockholm. At that time there was a great

admiration for the French opera, notably for Gluck. Another

important influence came from the French opera comique.

This influence was shown in the contributions of the poet-

musician Carl Michael Bellman (1740-1795), a product of the

French school during the reign of Gustaf III, who was also

a creator of Sweden's early song of this type. His poetry

is exemplified by the following verse from "Fj'riln vingad

syns p Haga" (A Butterfly at Haga):

1Bo Lundgren, "Gustaf Dttben", Solmans Musiklexikon,
edited by GZ'sta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp. 1241-1243.

2 lngmar Bengtsson, "Johan Helmich Roman", Sohlmans
Musiklexikom, edited by Giosta Morin, Vol. IV (1952),
pp. 35-443.

3Stig Walin, "Henrik Philip Johnsen", Soh ans Musik-
lexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. III (1951), pp. 120-
121.

4The history of the Royal opera began in 1773,- with
the wish of Gustaf III. His wish came true in the form of
Sweden's first opera company. What amounted to an indoor
tennis court gave service as an opera house until 1782,
when Stockholm's first real opera house was built. In
1792 the old opera house was the scene of the now famous
masked ball at which Gustaf III was shot through the heart,
thereby providing Verdi with the plot of Un Ballo in
Naschera.
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0
Fj riln vingad syns pa Haga,
Mellan dimmors frost och dun,
Sig sitt gr'na skjul tillaga
Och i blomman sin paulun.
Minsta krk i kbdrr och syra,
Nyss af solens varma v~ckt,
Till en ny h gtidlig yra,
Eldas vid sefirens flAkt.

0, A butterfly at Haga
In the frosty mist was seen.
As it sought a flow'ry parlor,
Where to make its nest of green.
Thus the tiniest of creatures
With the sun's bright warmth awakes
To a new-found day of rapture,
In the wind its joy it takes.

He possessed an unusual feeling for nature as the foregoing

quotation shows. However, his melodies were dressed up in

harmonies foreign to Swedish concept. (See Fig. 1.)

A-PA Sy st&n, nut tliy 44p nj 4 *4t/ dn - , t /4(v den?

7&.ICt t}/tIAL/A~!L2 i FaR~4

5Gustaf H~gg, editor, Songs of Sweden, translated by
Henry Grafton Chapman, p. 90.

6 Carl Mikael Bellman, "Till K'ra aor PR Bruno D6rren,"
Fredmans Epistlar, p. 71.



Bellman's love for folk music led him to collect French

airs, Swedish folk tunes, religious songs, and dance music,

all of which were played in the "Konditoris" (cafes in

which pastries and coffee are sold) of Stockholm, and to

adapt them to his own verses in such a way as to make the

borrowed music complement his own poetry; so much so, in-

deed, that Swedish people today are unaware that many of

the melodies themselves were not written by Bellman. Out-

standing is the artistic balance in the union of words and

music. The largest part of Bellman's poetic works are

musical in themselves; most of them are set to music, and

those which are not are filled with the same musical and

expressive spirit. Through his poetry is reflected the

importance of music and song at that time. His best works

are found in a collection, Fredmans epistlar, written in

1790, which is one of the most outstanding poetic volumes

in the entire Swedish history of literature. Each of the

eighty-three poems in this collection is set to music. They

vary in types and moods and are written with zither or lute

accompaniment to which he himself sang them. The content of

this collection comprises: menuettos, e.g. No. 14, "ttr, I

Orphei Dringar" ("Hear You, Sons of Orpheus"), and several

other dances; tragic elegies, e.g. No. 24, "Vdra syster"

("Dear Sister"), No. 30, "Drick ur ditt glas" ("Drink from

Your Glass"), No. 81, "N rk hur vgr skugga" ("Observe the
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Shadows of Death"7 ); marches, e.g. No. 33, "Stolta stad"

("The Noble City"); and pastorales, e.g. No. 71, "lUlla, min

Ulla" ("Ulla, My Ulla"), No. 80, "Liksom en herdinna" ("Like

A Shepherdess"), and No. 82, "Vila vid denna klla" ("Pause

with this Toast"). Of similar nature are the sixty-two

Fredmans sanger, published in 1791 but written much earlier.

Outstanding among these are No. 31, "Opp, Amaryllis" ("Wake,

Amaryllis"), an idyllic pastorale of fairy-like beauty; the

quiet evening hymn, e.g. No. 32, "Trad fram, du nattens gud"

("Come Forth, God of light"); the famous children's song,

No. 35, "Gubben Noak" ("Old Man Noak"); the joyful No. 41,

"Joachim uti Babylon" ("Joshua at Babylon"); and No. 64,

"Fjbariln vingad syns pi Haga" ("A Butterfly at Haga"), par-

tially quoted on page 3. Fredmans epistlar and Fredmans

stnger became very famous during the nineteenth century, and

the best songs from them are still familiar to the Swedish

people. For the student male choruses,- so popular in Sweden,

his songs were arranged as male quartets, and many are still

performed in this form which is not well fitted to the in-

timate mood'of most of the poems. Festivals of his music

still take place in weden. 8

7This is said to be Bellman's only original song
melody.

8The present writer saw preparations for such a
festival in Stockholm just before his departure from
Sweden in July 1952.
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Bellman was an excellent performer of his own music,

but he needed assistance in its copying and recording. The

person responsible for the transmission of these melodies

was Olof Xhlstr3m (1756-1835). 9  A government official, he

was also a composer whose best music may be found in club

or group songs such as "Srj ej den gryende dagen flrut"

("Grieve Not the Dawning of the Coming Day"), and "Goda

gosse, glasset tam" ("Good Boy, Guard Your Glass"), both

very popular during that time. His most important contri-

butions are found in the musical musical publications,

Skaldestyck saje i muik, 18 volumes, written in 1790-

1823, containing only songs, O and in the annual Musikal-

ist tidsfordrif, written in 1789-1834,11 which contains

collections of operatic airs, songs, duets, and instrumental

compositions which became a part of every Swedish home. His

personal style of song composition is a reflection of the

German school, combined with traits of Swedish origin.

Khlstrom, who published the music of the original edition

of Bellman's Fredman poetry, also published Traditioner af

svenska folk-dansar, 4 volumes, 1814-1815, one of the first

9Xke Vretblad, "Carl Michael Bellman", Sohlmans Nusik-
lexikon, edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp.415-17.

1 0 Tobias Norlind, Svensk usikhistoria, p. 168.

1 1 Ibid.
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collections showing the newborn interest in Swedish folk

tune and folk song. These forms constitute the background

of the native Swedish song which, by degrees, grew more

important and became, a few decades thereafter, the most

popular type of music in Sweden. The new Swedish song

reached its height in the round song (sallskapsvisa)

cultivated among the numerous societies and clubs which

arose during that time. This type of song was inspired by

literature of the German "Liedertafel.'
0

Both Bellman and Ahlstrtdm belong chiefly to the

eighteenth century. Early in the following century there

appears a figure of the German born court conductor, Johann

Christian Friedrich Haeffner (1759-1833),12 who later became

Director of Music in Uppsala. Haeffner's importance lies in

his work as one of the founders of the Swedish male quartet

(for which he composed several choral works which are still

performed) and in his deep interest of Swedish folk song.

He arranged the melodies of Geijer and A. A. Afzelius'

edition of Svenska folkvisor frn forntiden, 3 volumes,

written in 1814-1817. Even more important was his edition

1 2 Tobias Norlind, Svenska Musikens Historia, p. 49.
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of the Swedish Hymn Book sanctioned by the King in 1819,

and used until 1921.13

The Uppsala School

A group of composers whose activity centered around

the university town of Uppsala toward the middle of the

nineteenth century were chiefly responsible for the develop-

ment of the Lied in Sweden. This Uppsala school naturally

came under the influence of German song, but with a slight

trend toward the native tradition of folk music. However,

despite the strong Germanic tendency the most outstanding

vocal composers of Germany, Franz Schubert and Robert

Schumann, contributed little to the inspiration of these

Swedish musicians. In Sweden, Schubert was considered an

extreme modernist during this time, while Schumann did not

become known in Sweden until the time of August Sbderman

(1832-1876). Through Erik Gustaf Geijer (1783-18+7), per-

haps the most important vocal composer of the Uppsala

school, the name of Beethoven was introduced to Swedish

circles of music. Other figures, such as C. M. von Weber

and later Felix Mendelssohn, became known. Sweden,during

that time, was ruled by two separate and distinct musical

parties. One was academic, appreciating only the

13C. G. S. Mrner, "Johann Christian Friedrich Haeffner "
SohlmansjMusiklexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. II (19503,
pp. 33-836.
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contrapuntal (mostly church) music. Inspiration and even

melodic line were secondary to the predominating rules and

restrictions in this party of which Geijer was a repre-

sentative. The other party was grounded in the folk song.

A beautiful melody and a simple accompaniment was their

foundation of all music. The human voice was considered

the most exquisite of all instruments. However, the two

parties were united in one respect: a dislike of larger

instrumental forms, especially sym p h o nic music.

Of the Uppsala school Jacob Axel Josephson (1818-1880)

was the only one to base his art in folk song. Geijer and,

even more, Adolf Fredrik Lindblad (1801-1878) rebelled

against this "low" taste. Geijer was an important poet but,

above all, a historian who from 1810-18+6 taught history at

the University of Uppsala.- Geijer represented a rather

common type of composer during that time in Sweden: the

amateur musician. However, he was not a pure dilettante as

were many others. He obtained a musical education, learned

much from Bernhard Crusell (see p. 19) and Johann Haeffner

and studied with Pehr Friget, secretary of the Royal Academy

of Music in Stockholm. He was unusually familiar with the

music of the composers of the Baroque Era and knew the music

of the Vienna composers (Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven) rather

14Folke Tarnblom, "Erik Gustaf Geijer", Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by GCosta Morin, Vol. II (1950), pp. 512-515.
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well. An exceptionally fine musical taste made possible

his appreciation of the new romantic music of Weber ad

Mendelssohn. A visit to England in 1809-1810, during

which he heard the great choral works of Handel and Haydn,

also helped to broaden his musical education. 1 5 He found

sympathetic support among his colleagues, Lindblad and

others of his circle.

Geijer's best music may be found in his lyrical songs.

The first of them, written and published during the second

decade of the nineteenth century, shows a pseudo-modality,

the latest fashion of that time. (See Fig. 2.)

l(x -yNo-essyYsMt- k %kIt & n& At c/

1 5 Folke T rnblom, "Erik Gustaf Gei jer ", LSohmans Nusik-
lexikon, edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. II (1950), pp. 512-515.

16E. G. Geijer, "Hiddar Toggenborg", anger vid Piano,
Vol. I, p. 29.
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However, his more personal style became evident through the

collection Musik .f.r. sng.och for forteoiano (2 volumes,

published with the help of A. F. Lindblad in 1824). From

1824-1846 he published nine collections of songs which

contained approximately sixty settings many, and perhaps

the best, composed to his own poetry:

Jag vet en halsning mera kar,
An v'rld, hvad du kan ge.
Den heter frid, Guds frid det br,
Och drom vill jag be.
Kom da o frid! drSj i mitt tj ll,
Blif bsta, bAsta gasten min.
Ty dagen skrider, det blir kvall,
Och natten bryter in.

I kow a hail more sweet, I wis,
Than thou, 0 world, canst give,
And that is "Peace", God's peace it is,
Anrd this may we receive.
Come here, 0 Peace, stay in my home,
o best, 0 best of guests, stop here;
The day-light wanes, the evening's come,
And night is drawing near.17

To the best known belong the following: "Svanbvits sng"

("Svanbvits Song"), text by Atterbom, 1824; "Pa Nyarsdagen

1838" ("On New Years Day 1838"), text by Geijer; "Natthim-

len" ("Heaven at Night">, text by Geijer, the latter two

inspired by Beethoven; "Tonerna" ("A Tune"), text by

Geijer, 1834; "Soderlandskan i Norden" ("A Southerner in

the North"), text by Geijer, 1834; "F3rsta aftonen i det

nya hemmet" ("The First Evening in the New Home"), text by

17Gustaf Hgg, editor, Gogs of Seden, translated by
Henry Grafton Chapman, p. 109.
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Geijer, 1837, "Den slumrande lilla flickan" ("The Slumber-

ing Little Girl"), text by Geijer, 1838. The largest part

of Geijer's songs are composed in the strophic form, writ-

ten in the style of the Berlin school (Karl Zelter and

J. F. Reichardt); melodically, several show traits of

Swedish folk music. (See Fig. 3.)

J 4

The songs are very singable and have an accompaniment which

usually follows the vocal line. Geijer's solo songs, as

well as his male choruses, became very popular and they

were still sung at the beginning of the twentieth century.

Johan Erik Nordblom (1788-1848), Haeffner's successor

as musical director at Uppsala, was a romanticist. His

songs and male quartets, written in a melodic style, were

18E, G. Geijer, "Pa En Resa till hembygden,"lg er vid
Piano, Vol. II, p. 12.
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admired during his time, but now the songs are completely

forgotten.19

More important was the influence of the songs of

Adolf Fredrik Lindblad (1801-1878), probably the most

loved Swedish composer of the nineteenth century. In

contrast to Geijer, Lindblad was a musician by profession,

who received his education from Haeffner in Uppsala as well

as Zelter in Berlin; he was also strongly influenced by the

literary group of Uppsala (Geijer, Atterbom, and others).

In Berlin he became an intimate friend of Felix Mendelssohn,

this relation being of great importance in his further

development. Lindblad completed his education in Paris

where he learned the Logier method of piano which he later

taught at his own school of piano in Stockholm (1827-1861).20

Lindblad composed approximately two hundred fifteen

solo songs, published in a complete edition of nine volumes,

written in 1878-1880. Lindblad's first song, printed in

the same collection as some of Geijer's songs in 1824,

follows the deliberate simplicity of those days. His best

music is written in an intimate lyrical style, inspired by

nature. Like Geijer, many of his songs are set to his own

poetry, simple verses of a frequently spontaneous charm:

19Gdsta Percy, "Johan Erik Nordblom", Sohman usik-
lexikon, edited by G5sta Morin, Vol. III (1951), pp.1232-1233.

2 0 Tobias Norlind, Svensk Musikhistoria, pp. 192-193.
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Hvad mand' det landet heta,
Som har min lskling g5mt - man tro?
Det ville jag val veta,
Och om gan mig har glomt? Jo, jo!
Lilla fagel, ge mig svar!
Du, som genom luften far,

Drtj, o drbj!
Sj, o saj!

Nej, du skyndar bort s8 fort,
Bryr dig om mitt kval ej stort.
Ensam sa min visa dSr,
Sjunger p? en ton, som ingen heir.

What I would fain discover,
Is Where to find the spot - Ah, why?
Where hidden is my lover,
And if I am forgot. - Ay, ay!
Little bird, give answer there!
Thou that fliest thro' the air,

Stay, oh stay!
Say, oh say!

Nay, thou dartest off again,
Think'st but lightly of my pain.
Lonely then my song dies here,
To my voice there's none that will give ear. 2

Lindblad was the first important romantic composer in

Sweden's history of music, despite the fact that his in-

strumental works cultivate the Vienna classicism. When

Lindblad, in the year 18+5, published his third song

collection, the critics considered them too radical. Thus

began, in the press, the most violent fight in Swedish

music between the two opposing musical parties. At last

the question was submitted to the decision of Ludwig Spohr

at Cassel, the musical oracle of that time, from whom

Lindblad received a letter of admiration and true appreci-

ation for his musical talent in song composition. To a

2 1 Gustaf H gg, editor, Songs o Sweden, translated by
Henry Grafton Chapman, p. 155.
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larger extent than Geijer, Lindblad had discovered the

melodical beauty of the Swedish folk music which became an

important part of his own melody. (See Fig. 4.)
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Differentiated in his songs are the vocal and instrumental

lines and among his many beautiful settings (the best from

the 1860's) are the lyrics of "En sommerdagr" ("A Summer

Day") and "En sommerafton" ("A Summer Evening").

Lindblad became influential through his students,

among them Jenny Lind, who performed his songs throughout

the world thus bringing him international fame; Ludwig

Norman, and even members of the royal family, including

Prince Gustaf. (See p. 18).

The most important contribution of the Uppsala school

was the introduction and. cultivation of the art song, as

well as the recognition of their Swedish predecessors in

that field (Lindblad, Geijer . . .), not only among

2 2 Gustaf Higg, Editor, "MEN tro? Jo, jo", Songs of
Sweden, p. 156.
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literary societies, but in every musical home in Sweden.

An important factor in this development was the vocal music

of Gunnar Wennerberg (1817-1901) (see pp. 90-92) whose best

music is found in both the duet collection Gluntarne (Thm

Students), written in 1849-1851, and in his magnificent male

choruses which are still popular today. Like Geijer,

Wenneberg was not a musician, yet he possessed a deep

understanding and feeling for music. Although he was a

romanticist, he admired the French opera comique and both

the classical and contemporary Italian composers, above all

Rossini. In later years he was notably inspired by the

works of Handel.23 Wennerberg wrote approximately thirty-

five songs in the style of the Uppsala school and was much

admired for settings such as 'Bitten" The Giant"), "Kaiser

Barbarossa" ("Kaiser Barbarossa"), etc. However, his

collection Guntarne with its thirty outstanding selections

made him famous. It is written in a different style with

melodies of artistic charm, well written for the voice.

0ee Fig. 5.)

23Gbsta Percy, "Gunnar Wennerberg", Sohlmans u -
lexikon, edited by G'sta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), pp. 1418-
1421.
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These songs often reflect dramatic scenes, a distinct in-

fluence of the Italian opera. The duets are based on his

own poetic settings and describe college life at the

University of Uppsala during his days. These compositions

have remained popular even today.

24Gunnar Vernerberg, "Slottsklockan", Gluntarne, p.132.
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Another composer of the Uppsala school was Jacob Axel

Josephson (1818-1880) (see p. 90), member of a very

artistically gifted family of Jewish origin. In his

songs he began in the style of A. F. Lindblad, which he

developed under the influence of R. Schumann and later

R. Franz. His settings are melodically beautiful, purely

lyrical in the manner of that time.25 This sensitive com-

poser has written his best songs about nature: "Heml'ingtan"

("Longing for Home"), "Stj rnklart" ("Starlight"), "V rme

och ljus" ("Warmth and Light"). A more active and ex-

pressive feeling is found in "Varsang" ("Spring Song") and

the "Langton fran hafvet" ("The Longing Sea"), perhaps his

best. His vocal works, including both solo songs and

choral numbers, number approximately one hundred fifty.

A sensitive poetic feeling is shown through the songs

of Prince Gustaf (1827-1852), son of King Oscar I of

Sweden. He was a student of A. F. Lindblad and was con-

nected with the Uppsala figures: Geijer, Wennerberg and

Josephson.26 He composed "Studentsangen" ("Student's

songs") and several spring songs for male chorus, still

performed each year by singers in schools all over Sweden.

2 5 Tobias Norlind, Ovensk Mu ik ion , pp. 193-194.

2 6Folke T5rnblom, "Bernhard Henrik Crusell", Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by G3sta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951),
pp. 992-995.
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A few of his solo songs, for example "Du underskbna dal"

("You Beautiful Valley"), are also still sung.

Not belonging in the Uppsala tradition, yet of certain

importance, are Bernhard Crusell (1775-1838) who came from

Finland in 1791 and in 1793 became clarinetist in the Royal

Court Chapel at the Stockholm Opera. In 1818 he secured

the position as regimental music director (director of

military music) in Link'dping. He was a very learned and

talented musician who wrote in the classical style and

showed a rare sense for declamation in his vocal music. 2 7

During the 1820's he was one of the most admired among the

vocal composers of Sweden. Performed at many a concert

were his "Frithiofs Saga" ("Frithiof's Tale"), written in

1827, and "Fogelleken" ("Bird Frolic"), written in 1828,

both to poetry of E. Tegne'r.

Carl Jonas Love Almquist (1793-1866) was a pure musi-

cal dilettante. His musical opinions were characteristic

of the group which upheld the "simple song." To Almquist,

the melody was a1_. important and he required the assistance

of others (A. F. Lindblad, J. T. H ijer and W. Back) to

2 7 Folke Thrnblom, "Bernhard Henrik Crusell", Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by G sta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951),
pp. 992-99%.
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record his compositions on paper.28 One of his most impor-

tant collections, So s, contains beautiful, romantic

melodies of a different type from that of his contem-

poraries. (See Fig. 6.)
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This collection has interested musicians of later dates.

Knut Hakanson adapted a selection in 1916 and Moses

Pergament has used the melodies for two orchestral suites

written in 1937-1938. Franz Berwald (1796-1868), although

he wrote little vocal music, was one of Sweden's most

famous symphonists. He was never understood during his

lifetime and his music had no influence on that of his

28Ske Vretblad, "Carl Jonas Lovis Almquist", Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by G sta Morin, Vol. I (1951),
pp. 83-84.

29C. J. L. Almquist, "Den lyssnande Maria", _Xtta

anger , p. 5.
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contemporaries. Berwald's music is written in the style of

Beethoven, the instrumentation often resembling that of

Weber, Spohr and Mendelssohn;30 nevertheless, his ideas of

musical expression are entirely original. 3 1 A few of his

fifteen solo songs, quite different from his mature orches-

tral works, were often performed during his time. 3 2

Another composer of student songs was Otto Lindblad

(1809-186W) at Lund, a parallel figure to Wennerberg (1817-

1907) at Uppsala. Lindblad did for singing at the Univer-

sity of Lund what Wennerberg had done for the male chorus

song at Uppsala. Lindblad's male quartets are still as

freshly inspired as at the time of their creation, while his

solo songs, written in a personal romantic style, are almost

completely forgotten. (See Fig. 7.) The reason for this

may lie in his selection of texts which have not resisted

the changing times. However, until the close of the nine-

teenth century every Swedish baritone was familiar with songs

30 Gereon Brodin, "Franz Berwald," Sohlmans Musiklexikon,
edited by G sta orin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp.T87-493.

31His inen. Fro Nonsa F'llen has been recorded by
Radiotj nst (Stockholm), No. RD 519 and RD 520.

32Berwald's songs were not obtainable by the present
writer who was, however, informed by Gosta Percy, "Redak-
tionssekreterare" (secretary to the editor) of Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, that they are commonplace and seem to have
been written without interest in vocal writing.
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such as "Trollhattan" ("The Witches Hat"), "Dalen" ("Valley"),

and the ballad, "Lifdrabanten och kung Erik" ("The Bodyguards-

man and King Erik"), the latter shown in Fig. 7:
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As a unison chorus his male quartet, "Kungss ngen" ("King's

Song"), is still used as a hymn in the honor of the King of

Sweden. Lindblad possessed excellent taste and his pro-

duction, containing among other compositions approximately

forty songs, was of importance.34

33Otto Lindblad, "Lifdrabanten och Kung Erik", og of
Sweden, p. 184.

3 t.ke Lellky, "Otto Jonas Lindblad", Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by G0sta Morin, Vol. III (1951), pp.T6 3 -



CHAPTER II

NINETEENTH CENTURY NATIONALISTS

The beginning of the nineteenth century saw the

cultivation of Swedish folk music. Important are the

collections of E. G. Geijer, A. A. Afzelius (1785-1871),1

and A. I. Arwidsson (1791-1858).2 For these editors, other

than Geijer, the texts ranked first in importance. However,

during the middle of the nineteenth century their melodic

beauty was discovered and compilations were begun. Folk

tunes were published in a variety of arrangements, above all

for male chorus, and the largest part of folk music is still

performed in this manner.

One of the most important and typical of Sweden's song

writers was Per Conrad Boman (1804-1861) who, in his play

L'tiungy horn och pan p (Liungby Horn and _ written in

1858, developed further the musical type of the Randel-

Dahlgren Tdrml nningarne (Pe.le from Vrmand). (See

p. 27.) He composed approximately fifty songs, which reveal

1Xke Vretblad, "Arvid August Afzelius", Sohimans Musik-
lexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp. 34-35.

2Carl-Allan Moberg, "Adolph Iwar Arwidsson", Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp. 179-
180.
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his efforts in the combination of the simple folk song with

traits of the art song.3 Of more importance was his col-

lection of Swedish folk music, published in cooperation with

the theatre-conductor Jacob Niclas Ahlstrtdm (18O5-1857),

well-known for his incidental music to numerous plays.

This collection, Vllda svenska fo4sner, folkdanser och

folklekar (Selected Swedish Folk Sngs,2 lDacs and

Fol Plays), was printed in 1845.

The music to \ rml'nningarne was composed and arranged

by Andreas Randel (1806-1864), a renowned violinist.5 The

vogue of the "song play" was enormous and numerous plays of

the same type followed, however none with the same success.

All this resulted, a few decades later, in Ivar Hallstrm's

creation of the national opera, Den, bergtagna (T he Bewitch-

ed), a legendary opera in five acts, written in 187+, text

by F. Hedberg. Its first performance was in 1876. (See

p. 29.)

The leader of the early nationalist movement was

Richard Dybeck (1811-1877) who, in collaboration with his

3Folke Tdrnblom, "Petter (Per) Conrad Boman", Sohlans
jusiklexikon, edited by G5spa Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), p. 567.

Einar Sundstr5m, "Jacob Niclas Ahlstrom", Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by G5sta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp. 44-

5Anders Lundevall, "Andreas Randel", Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by G sta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p. 307.
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assistants, collected and published over six hundred melo-

dies.6 Often he wrote texts to the folk tunes, e.g. "Man-

dom, mod och morske mMn" ("Manhood, Might, and Men, As

Well"), originally a march from Orsa, Dalecarlia (see

Fig. 8), and "Du gamla, du fri(sk)a, du fj llhoga Nord"

r o r CM4 6 / ten Srn4.E 4$7 '71
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("Oh Beautiful Northlahd, My Mountainous Home"), printed in

18+5, now the Swedish national hymn, the melody of which

came from the Provence of Vastmanland. (See Fig. 9.)

6Xke Vretblad, "Richard Dybeck", Sohlmans usiklexikon,
edited by G sta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp. 1237-1238.

7Richard Dybeck, arr. Gustaf Hagg, "Mandom, mod och
morske mAn", Songs ;5of wde p. 64.
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Dybeck possessed a deep admiration for Sviedish folk

song. He gave lectures throughout Sweden, arranged con-

certs and did everything possible to interest the Swedish

people in their own national music. From his efforts

emerged the national school in Sweden which later, with

S'ddermexn and others, became the most important musical

movement in 'Seden's nineteenth century. The movement had

its origin in the theater where the so-called Tational

divertissements were held, composed of songs, folk dances

and the nationally dressed actors, culminating in homage to

the reigning king.

Belonging to the folkioristic group, Johan Isidor

Dannstrm (8r2-w97) was admired in his own time. The

e Richard Dybeck, arr. T. F. Ganschow, "Du gamla, du
fria," Memories o f sneden, p. 39.
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religious song, "Hur ljuft det r att komma,' is the only one

of his many vocal works which still reflects the popularity

of his vocal production. Dannstrtm himself was a fine bari-

tone as well as a well-known vocal instructor. He was a

student of Manuel Patricio Garcia in Paris. Many of

Dannstr5m's vocal settings combine the violin figurations

of the Swedish folk dance with the ornamentations of

Italian coloratura song. In an age of virtuosity, like the

late nineteenth century, this unusual innovation was

appreciated. Dannstrom made special use of the "polska" an

often used form of a rapid Swedish dance. 9

From the middle of 1840 the national divertissements

already mentioned became frequent at the Royal Opera, and

during this time the most famous of the song plays,

Varml nningarne (premiere in 1846), held its first per-

formance. This play, which has been admired through a

century, was written by Fredrik August Dahlgren (1816-1895),

one of Sweden's first dialectal poets, who also wrote and

arranged popular songs, such as "Janta & ja'" ("The Maiden

and I").lO The music of v rml nnin arne, as we have seen,

was by Andreas Handel.

9Einar Sundstrom, "Johan Isidor Dannstro5m," Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp.1037-
1038.

10Einar Sundstrom, "Fredrik August Dahlgren", Sohlmans
Musikexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. I (1951) , p. 1013.
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A composer of the same type and with the same ideals

as Boman was Frans Alfred Frieberg (1822-1913). He studied

first at the Royal Conservatory of Music in Stockholm.

From 18145-1866 he was an instructor of music at the high

school in Norrkping in addition to being conductor of the

Musical Society there. From 1866 to 1873 he held the

position as director of military music in Link8ping,

thereafter retiring in Stockholm. Frieberg drew admiration

and popularity through his musical play, Skogsfrun (Ldy of

the Woods), written in 1852, from which the ballad, "L'jingby

horn" ("L'jungby Horn"), became well-known and may still be

heard today. 1 1 He made use of Swedish folk music and his

style belongs to that of the simple "visa." (See pp. 99-101)

A number of modest musical song-plays had aroused much

public interest. Here was material for a Swedish national

opera which could be based on folk music. The musical pub-

lic desired a production of this kind so that it might be

performed on their own stages as well as the stages of other

countries; this would also show others what Sweden could

produce in this type of music. The first person who seems

to have realized these aims was Ivar Christian Hallstrom

(1826-1901), a gifted musician with a keen sense for the

demand-s of the theatre and, above all, the opera. He had a

1 1Tvar Stare, "Frans Alfred Frieberg," Sohlmans Musk
lexikon, edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. II (1950), p. 361.
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talent for creating beautiful melodies and an understanding

for the use of ancient folk music, as well as ballad poems

in his own works. However, he lacked a deep knowledge of

musical workmanship, which resulted in his inability to

judge the limitations of the folk music style.

Hallstr m's opera, Den, bertangna, written in 1874,12

was considered the Swedish national opera until Peterson-

Berger's Arnljof was written in 1910, and later Rangstrom's

Kronbruden, written in 1915. Hallstr8m produced a number

of beautiful scenes in his opera which are well fitted to

the moods of the "ballad" text. However, as a whole, Den

bergtagna did not attain its purpose of being a pure Swedish

opera; the recitatives are rather monotonous and the musical

style shifts from French Romanticism (a la Gounod) to

Swedish folk music. 3 At first the public was unaware of

these faults and, pleased with their first opera, awarded

Hallstrom wide popularity. This same admiration was also

given to his approximately eighty songs and duets which were

elegant compositions written in the style of that time and

influenced by A. F. Lindblad (see pp. 13-15) and Soderman

128ee page 24.

13Gosta Percy, "Ivar Christian Hallstr8m " Sohlmans
Lusikl eikon, edited by G'sta Morin, Vol. II (1950),
pp. 85.-.60.
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(see pp. 35-38.) Often in Hallstrom's elegiacal songs, which

were inspired by nature, there is revealed a fine artistic

sense as well as an ability to compose in a pure, lyrical

mood that tay be considered his most distinguished attribute.

Outstanding songs which reveal these characteristics are:

"Notturno" ("Nocturne"), text by C. Snoilsky, from the

collection Tvenne Sanger (Two. SngoS); and "Svarta svanor"

("The Black Swan"), text by C. Snoilsky (see Fig. 10), from

the collection, Fyra !Qi2 (Four Sos, as well as "Frid"

("Peace"), text by 0. Bergstrom, from another collection al-

so entitled Fyra Sanger, written in 1899, which is an

exceptionally fine song.

S/ reeS A 'Ito~ e 1/ Jr4R .-- t4 .vr4--' .-No
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l 4 ivar Hallstrdm, "Svarta svanor," + S nger, p. 7.
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Through these works Hallstrdm gained considerable recog-

nition, rnt only in Sweden, but in other countries. Early

in life Hallstrbm became acquainted with Prince Gustaf

(see p. 18) and in 1850 he obtained the position as librar-

ian at the Royal Court, later becoming a vocal instructor

at the Royal Opera in Stockholm (1881-1885).

The Influence of Mid-19th Century
German Romanticism (Mendelssohn,

Schuman, Liszt and Wagner)

Although not a musician by profession, but a college

instructor at Stockholm, August Melcher Myrberg (1825-1917)

was influenced by the Leipzig school. He wrote more than

one hundred songs which became very popular during the

second part of the nineteenth century, in Sweden the time

of the private musical circles and concerts in the home.

The largest part of his compositions are vocal, melodic and

simple, but written with artistic taste. He has written

ballads such as the once famous "Sjl konungen" ("Sea King"),

poetic songs like "Serenad" ("Serenade"), an outstanding

collection, Qgju visor och ibalder, (Seven "Visor" and

Bpllads, as well as duets, etc.15

An associate of Ludvig Norman (see p. 3+) in the

struggle for new musical ideals was Albert Rhibenson

15 Gosta Percy, "August Melcher Myrberg", Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. III (1951),
p. 1134.
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(1826-1901), from 1888 director of the Royal Conservatory

of Music in Stockholm,16 who also produced several songs

displaying the style of Mendelssohn blended with traits

from Northern folk music.17 However, he was never an

important figure in the actual musical life as was Norman.

During this period there are a few composers whose

works do not belong to any one specific group. Two of them

are Fritz Arlberg and Richard Ienneberg, the latter men-

tioned on p. 414. Interesting is the fact that neither of

them was a composer by profession. Georg Efraim Fritz

Arlberg (1830-1896) was one of Sweden's noted baritones, an

operatic singer and an actor in dramatic plays. He was an

outstanding vocal instructor and one of the first to under-

stand the music of August S~derman (see pp.35-38) whose

ballads Arlberg performed exceptionally well.18 They be-

came intimate friends and were among the first in Sweden to

appreciate the works of Richard Wagner. Arlberg, a member

of the Royal Opera in Stockholm from 1858-1874, was stage

l 6 Anders Lundevall, "Albert Rubenson," Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p.88

17Rubenson's songs were not obtainable by the present
writer and the above information was obtained from Gsta
Percy, secretary to the editor of Sohlgans Musiklexikon.

16G8sta Percy, "Georg Efraim Fritz Arlberg," hlgns
musiklexikon, edited by G sta Morin, Vol. T (1951),

pp. 158-159.
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manager as well as a singer. The first Wagnerian operas to

be performed in Sweden were Rienzi, der letzte d.er Tribunen

(Stockholm, 1865), Der fliegende HOllander (Stockholm, 1872),

and Lohengrin (Stockholm, 1874).79 Arlberg sang the title

role in Der fliegende H8ljj,,der and the role of Telramund

in Lohengrin?0  As a singer, he did much for new music. As

a composer, his few orchestral works reveal neoromantic

traits, and his songs are confined to influences of

Schumann, exemplified in "Der Tod, das ist die kIhle Nacht,"

text by Heine, 2 1 from jed Lier v To, Op. 2, written

in 1869, originally written with orchestral accompaniment.

Vocal compositions which reveal Arlberg's reflection

of the recent musical trends in Europe at that time are

"Vision" ("Vision") and "Verhngniss" from the collection,

Vier Lieder, Op. 1+, portraying Wagnerian influences both

melodically and harmonically, and the neoromantic "0 nimm. "

from the same collection. Songs more personally and nation-

ally inspired which earned public admiration are: "Sv'r-

meri" ("Ecstasy"), text by Heine, still performed, from the

190sta Percy, "Richard Wagner," SohMans Musiklexikon,

edited by Giosta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), pp. 1331-1341.

2 0Gt'sta Percy, "Georg Efraim Fritz Arlberg," Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by GSsta Morin, Vol. I (1951),
pp. 158-159.

21Brahms has written a song to the same text, op. 98,
(1886).



collection, Tre sInger (ThreQeSg s), and the ballad, Sten

Store, Op. 7, written in 1875, another setting of which, by

Vilhelm Svedbom, will be mentioned later. Arlberg's style

of song composition is exemplified in Fig. 11:
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The most learned musician coming under the influence of

Schumann was Ludvig Norman (1831-185'), well-Imown as con-

ductor of the Royal Opera, as well as of many choral and

orchestral societies in Stockholm. Norman was a student of

both A. F. Lindblad and the Conservatory of Leipzig, and

was a gifted pianist. After his return to Leipzig in 1852,

Norman attacked, through his articles in the music eriodi-

cals and the daily press, the Jlettantis and the repre-

sentattves of the "simple song," asking for respect for the

22Fritz Arlberg, Selnas Tanlar i varen, p. 1.
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symphonic forms, entirely neglected during that time.23

Although his best works are chamber music and choral works

which reflect solid workmanship, clear form, outstanding

orchestration, and artistic melody, Norman made contri-

butions to art song, The best known were the two collections,

S singer (Forest Songs), Op. 31, written in 1867, and

12 snger (Twelve Songs), Op. 49, written in 1877-1878),

the latter containing his most loved song "M~nestr.lar"

("Moonbeams").

New inspiration was found in the musical life of the

middle of the nineteenth century with August Soderman

(1832-1876), the first typical romanticist among Swedish

composers, who was influenced by Schumann and later by the

new music of Wagner and Liszt.24 His first song cycle,

Heidenrslein written in 1856-1857, printed in 1859, to

the original texts by Heine, shows the influence of Schumann

and does not reveal Soderman as a Swedish composer. Typical

of this cycle is the following excerpt from "Lehn' deine

Wang' an meine Wang.X25  (See Fig. 12.)

2 3 Gb'sta Percy, "Fredrik Vilhelm Ludvig Norman" Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by G sta Morin, Vol. III (1951),
pp. 1256-1257.

24Gsta Percy, "August S derman, " Sohlmans Musiklexikon,
edited by G8sta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), pp. 1094-1100.

25This text was set to music by Adolf Jensen in 1856,
and by Schumann in 1840; since S5derman appears to have writ-
ten his setting to Heidenrbslein in Germany about 1856, the
year in which Schumann died, it is probable that SZderman
knew the Schumann setting.
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For a long while S5derman was an isolated phenomenon

in the music of his country. The development of the new

style was very slow and, until the close of the century,

there were representatives of both the Wagner and Liszt

schools and of the older national folk music school.

S8derman's later and more personal style is revealed in the

following two examples from his ballad for baritone and

orchestra, fr Schwarze Ritter, written in 1874, with text

by L. von Uhland, which show the influence of Wagner and

Liszt. (See Figs. 13 and 14.) The romantic influence of

Germany, which was characteristic in the music of both

S derman and J. A. Josephson, gradually became a more

important movement in the Swedish music then considered

26August S derman, "Lehn' deine Wang' an meine Wang', "

fHeidenroslein, pp. 8-9.
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"modern." Consequently, Wagnerisn, reflected through the

music of' S deran, was not understood or accepted during

28 Ibid. p. 8.
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27August S derman, . Schwarze Ritter, P. 3.
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the composer's lifetime. Sdderman has written approximately

fifty-seven songs, other than those found in his dramatic

plays.

The many songs of Jacques (John) Jacobsson (1835-1909),

well liked during his time, have now lost their popularity.

Jacobsson was the proprietor of awell-known music store and

piano agency in Stockholm.29 His musical style is similar

to that of Ludvig Norman. 30

Also admired were the songs of August K rling (1842-

1919), who, from 1866, became the center of musical life in

Ystad where he remained as instructor and organist. Kr-

lin's compositions belong to the more interesting of his

day. He shows influences of Mendelssohn, combined with

stronger tendencies from the Northern style.31  Songs such

as "Aftonsthaning" ("The Effects of Evening"), "Hvita

rosor" ("White Roses"), and "iar stjernehwren blrnker i

("When the Stars Glitter"), reflect a singable, melodic

line Of a true romantic mood. (See Fig. 15.)

29Helge Malmberg, "Jacques (John) Jacobsson," Sohlmans
Musiexikon edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. 111 (1951), p. 63.

30An example of his music may be found in xSveries
elodibok, p. 6, published by Nordisa usikfarlaget,
Stockholm.

31Gsta Percy, "Sven August Jdrling," Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. III (1951), pp.T4W
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Vilhelm Svedbom (1843-1904), successor to Albert

Rubenson as director of the Royal Conservatory of Music in

Stockholm, began his career as a literary lecturer at the

University of Uppsala. Svedbom became very popular through

his choral works and songs, written under influences of

both Schumann and Swedish folk music. 3 3 One of his set-

tings, the ballad Sten Sture, is still often heard in

concert performances.

In the more native art song, we find that the most

important influences were German and only later was there

developed a more original music of Sweden. S derman's music

3 2 August K'rling, Nr fstlernehfren bl'Anker, p. 3.

33G sta Percy, "Per Jonas Fredrik Svedbom," Sohlmans
usiklexikon, edited by Gldsta Morin, Vol. IV (1952,

pp. 1020-1021.
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had not attracted any immediate followers (see pp. 35-38)
and the links between S~derman and the Wagner-influenced

music of Sweden were the singer, Fritz Arlberg (see pp. 32-

34), and Ivar Hallstrbm, composer of the first National

opera, Den bgtana (see pp. 29-31). HallstrEm's efforts

toward creating a true National opera were continued by

Johan Adreas Hallgn (1846-1925) who was born at Gothenberg.

Hallen was the most distinguished of the Wagnerians in

Sweden and, as a result of his musical education in Germany

(Leipzig and Munich), was also an intimate friend of Franz

Liszt. From 1879-1883 Hallen was a vocal instructor in

Berlin. As a conductor in Gothenberg (1872-1878), Stockholm

(1885-1895) and Malm5 (1902-1907), he was the founder of

the modern concert life in Sweden. He was a conductor at

the Royal Opera in Stockholm (1892-1897), as well as being

an instructor of composition at the Royal Conservatory of

Music from 1909-1919. As a music critic on the newspaper

Nya Daligt Allehande (New Daij Variety), he fought for his

new musical ideas. In the beginning his ideas were influenced

by Schumann. Marked derivation from the style of Soderman

are revealed in Hallen's choral ballads as well as in his

solo ballads. He had an exceptional understanding , in

common with S'derman, of Swedish folk music. HalLen, with
the use of musical color, presented beautiful and refreshing

little folk melodies in his compositions and this factor was



a starting point for the musical inspirations of Peterson-

Berger who learned much from this composer, as we shall see.

Hallen's best means of expression was through his orchestral

works, the form of which he knew better than any previous

composer other than S derman. The orchestral influences of

Wagner are evident in his most outstanding musical drama,

Waldermarsfkatten (aldermar's Treasure), written in 1899,

but in the second act is found a predominant influence of

SXedish folk music. In his songs are revealed richly color-

ed piano accompaniments through which imitations of the

various instruments of the orchestra may be distinguished.

However, Hallen has composed a number of simple songs which

reveal a fine national romantic mood that is exemplified in

the following three songs of the collection Tre visor i

folkton (Three Visor Based on Folk Tunes). The first,

"Jungfrun i det grt3na" ("The Maiden in the Green Fields"),

is a real folk-visa, the characteristics of which foretell

the style of Peterson-Berger. The second resembles a ballad

and the third, "Och ungersvennen gick sig bort. . ." ("And

Away, Young Lad"), text by Topelius, reveals, in the same

manner, the' simple settings in the style of Soderman.

Written in a pure,romantic style is the collection Legender

och visor af Oscar Levertin (Legends and "Visor" of Oscar

Levertin), from which the first two songs, "Gudule" ("Gudule")

and "Ionika" ("Monica"), see Fig. 16), belong to the best



written in that style in Sweden. The first is languid and

colorful while the second reveals Hallen's dramatic

qualities. These songs are written in the strophic form

dL n1o
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with interludes between the verses.

Hallen's best mown works were his ballads, written

mostly with orchestral accompaniments and through-composed

in the same manner as the ballads of Soderman. To this

group belongs the often performed "Junker Nils sjunger till

lutan" ("Junker Nils Sings to the Lute"), originally

written for a historic play, Ur Gustaf Wassas saga (From

th-. Saga of Gustaf Wassa), text by D. Fallstr5m, written in

1896, and the outstanding "Skogsraet" ("Forest Nymph"),

34Andreas Hallen, "Monika," jegner och visor, p. 8.
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Op. 33, written in 1888, text by V. Rydberg, written for

tenor, baritone and orchestra, which is rich in expression

and in mood, and possesses dramatic qualities. A number of

Hallen's songs are patriotic hymns, like those found in his

cantata, "Sverige" ("Sweden"), Op. 50, written in 1917, to

texts by different Swedish poets, among which "Saga i

folkviseton" ("Legend in a Folk Song Ballad"), is the most

characteristic. One of his most beautiful songs is "Jungfru

Maria i rosengard" ("Virgin Mary in the Rosary"), text by

Ryd berg. 35

Jacob Adolf H gg (1850-1928) was a very talented

musician and one of the few to cultivate the symphonic

forms in Sweden at that time. A student at Copenhagen of

N. W. Gade, the preserver of the traditions from the days

of Mendelssohn and Schumann, Hgg had a deep understanding

for Swedish folk music which he united with a contrapuntal

style adopted from the composers of the Baroque Era.36 In

doing so, he foreshadowed the much later development of the

music in his native .country. Hagg's instrumental works are

his most original compositions; however, a few of his vocal

3 5Gsta Percy, "Johan Andreas Hall'en," Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. II (1950)7 pp. 8
856.

3 6 G5sta Percy, "Jacob Adolf Hagg," Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by Costa Morin, Vol. II (1950), pp. 1211-
1213.



collections also show his musical talent. Examples are:

jyM sger och visor (New Songs and "Visor"), op. 14 (print-

ed in 1910); Siebn LiQdr, op. 31, and I.ll er och

visor (Twelve Sogg nd "Visor"), Op. 44, and religious

hymns.

Richard Henneberg (1853-1925), as an operatic con-

ductor, did much in Sweden in the introduction of Richard

Wagner.37 His few musical works are influenced by

Germanic romanticism.

The French Influence

The French influence, notably that of Cesar Franck, is

found in the following group of composers of the late

nineteenth century. The eldest of this group was Laura

Constance Netzel, nee Pistolekors (1839-1927), who came to

Sweden from Finland as a child. She was a student of Widor

in Paris. Under the pseudonym "Lago"38 she published

numerous songs written to foreign texts and influenced by

Cesar Franck. Helena Mathilda Munktell (1852-1919), after

studying with Norman and Lindegren (Stockholm), was a

student of Vincent d'Indy (Paris). Her songs were often

written with orchestral accompaniment; best known was the

37Gosta Percy, "Carl Albert Wilhelm Richard Henneberg,"
Sohlmans Musiklexikon, edited by G5sta Morin, Vol. II (1950),
p. 10.

38Tobia~s Norlind, Svcns Musikhistoria, p. 233.



ballad sdrottningen ( . n), Op. 20.39 Laura Valborg

Aulin (1860-1928), the sister of the famous violinist, Tor

Aulin, was a student of Widor in Paris and her songs reveal

her Northern origin. A composer admired for his vocal

compositions was Carl Erik Emanuel Rkerberg (1860-1938),

who obtained his musical education from the Conservatory of

Music in Stockholm, later studied with Cesar Franck in

Paris. As an instructor of music at the Norra re'dllaro-

verket (a high school in the northern section of Stockholm),

and as an organist and choral conductor, he played an

important role in the musical life of the capital. l

ikerberg's most outstanding compositions are his choral

works. Also important are a number of his songs, among

them: "Blommorna blekna" ("Fading Flowers"), "I arIa

morgontimma" ("Early Morning Hymn"), and "0, hade jag en

guldpokal" ("Oh, Had I A cup of Gold").

Gustaf Adrian Dahl (1864-1935), a student of both

Widor and Saint-Saens in Paris, shows northern traits in

39Helge Malmberg, "Helena Mathild a Munkt1l," Sohlmans
iusilexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. III (1951),
p. 1049.

)1+Oke Vretblad, "Laura Valborg Aulin," Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by G sta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), p. 201.

4lG3sta Percy, "Carl Erik Emanuel Akerberg," Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. IV (1952T7
p. 1593.



his songs, among which are his settings "Bacchanal" and

"Midsommar" ("Mhidsumer").42 Carl Axel Raoul Georg Henrik

Wachtmeister (1865-1947) was a pupil of d'Indy and spent

a large part of his life abroad.>3 That he learned much

from the music of Emil Sjogren (see p. 52) is revealed in

his songs. Other cases of French influence are the com-

positions of Gustaf Wilhelm Hgg (1867-1925), a distant

relative of Jacob Adolf Hogg. One of Sweden's most out-

standing organists of that time he became, in 1893,

organist at the Saiit Clara Church in Stockholm. His style

was influenced by romanticism, especially that of Cesar

Frank. Echoes of Guilmant and Widor were introduced in

H5gg's larger works (symphonic and chamber music). He also

wrote a number of artistic songs. 4  He has skilfully

arranged eighty-seven Swedish folk and popular songs.> 5

Outstanding from this collection, and representing his style,

'+2Folke Tarnblom, "Gustaf Adrian Dahl," Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by G Ssta Morin, Vol. I (1951), p. 1011.

'3"Carl Axel Raoul Georg Henrik Wachtmeister," Sohmans
Musiklexikon, Vol. IV, (1952), p. 1326.

44G sta Percy, "Gustaf Wilhelm Hagg," Sohlman ufl-
likon, edited by (Tsta Morin, Vol. II (1950), pp. 1210-
1211.

4 They are published by G. Schirmer under the title
Songs o~f Sweden.
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is "SLummers ng" ("Cradle-Song"), text by J. L. Runeberg.

(See Fig. 17.)
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The first composer who gave the French foreign in-

fluence his own personal style was Ivar Henning Mankell

(1868-1930). He came from a musical family who, during the

nineteenth century, played an active part in the musical

life of Stockholm as organists and historians. Mankell was

a famous pianist, educated by Hilda Thegerstrom and Lennart

Lundberg, and his most outstanding compositions were written

for this instrument. In a true impressionistic style with

traits of Skr jabin, he found expressions for his own per-

sonality in chamber music and orchestral works, as well as

46Gustaf Hagg, "Slurers~ng," Songs of Sweden, p. 171.



in his fantastic (at that time) piano compositions. His few

songs are also worthy of mention, especially the collection

Arbische Nachte, Op. 51 (1921), which is similar to the

best songs of Sj gren. The same may be said of the

collection Tva sanger (Two Sngs), Op. 49, text by B.

Liljedahl.4 7
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The French element is still important among recent

composers; however, the German and the later Italian in-

fluences are also prevalent. The eldest of this group of

musicians is Olallo Juan Magnus Morales, born in Spain on

October 15, 1874. As a secretary at the Royal Academy of

Music (Stockholm, 1918-1940) and a member of numerous other

musical organizations and societies, he has had an impor-

tant part in the Swedish musical life. His compositions

reveal influences of Brahms, Northern romanticism, and

French impressionism, as well as Spanish rhythms. (see

Fig. 18.)

Rke Brandel, "Ivar Henning Mankel," Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, dited by Ghsta Norm, Vol. III (1951), pp. 803-
804.
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The greater part of Morales' compositions are for

orchestra, yet his few songs are of artistic quality. Out-

standing are "Ett blodsbr llop" ("A Blood Wedding"), text

by Garcia Lorca, and the collections Rosenstaden (Rose Cit)

and 2 sanger av F. yard_ 9 In a romantic French style

+8Olallo Morales, Iprtu, p. 1.

49t6sta Percy, "Olallo Juan Magnus Morales," Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by GOsta Morin, Vol. III (1957),
pp. 987-988.
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(C, Franck, d'Indy and Chausson), are the compositions of

Henrik Melcher Melchers (b. May 30, 1882) who, as an in-

structor of music theory at the Conservatory of Music in

Stockholm (1926-1947), has helped in the education of a

generation of young Swedish composers. His best songs,

which are well written technically and possess emotional.

depth, are "Acht Zigeunerlieder," (see Fig. 19),

"Feberdigte,tt and "Tvg singer ur Salomos HAga Visa" ("Two

longs from Song of Solomon"). 5 0

5 0 Bo Wailner, "Henrik Melcher Melchers," Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by G sta Morin, Vol. III (1951),
pp. 865-866.

51H. M. Melchers, "No. VIII," AchZge ngrlieder,
p. 17.
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The remaining composers of the same musical trend are:

G sta aystroem (1890- ), to be mentioned later; Frode

Viking Samson Dahl (1895-l945), a student of Vidal and

Ravel, whose best known works are his stage music; ke

Olaf Sebastian Udden (born August 18, 1903); Gunnar de

Frumerie (1908- ), and Carl-Clof Anderberg (1914- ),

the latter tree also to be mentioned later.

G2, a Percy, "Erode Viking Samson Dahl," Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by 05sta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951),
pp. 1012-1013.



CHAPTER III

LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY AND EARLY

TWENTIETH CENTURY COMPOSERS

The earliest composer who combined the French and

German influences into a personal style was Emil Sj gren

(1853-1918), first of the classical composers of art song

in Sweden. In his music the influences of other countries

were used as a type of inspiration and for special effects.

Sj gren never wrote in one style but used various moods and

expressions for the different poets.1  An interesting.fact

is that in a few of his songs he suggested impressionistic

devices before Debussy had established his true style. A

song exemplifying these characteristics is "Visa" ("Visa"),

written in 1892.2 (See Fig. 20.) His production of songs,

which number over two hundred, includes religious hymns,

nursery songs, nature lyrics, philosophical works, drinking

songs, humorous airs and funeral odes.

1Bengt Kyhlberg, "Emi1 S :g-r en,a" Sohlmaus musik-
lexikon, edited by GZsta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), pp. 806-

2 Emil Sjtdgren, "Visa," Samlade Snger, Vol. 1, p. 98.

52
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Bror Beckman (1866-1929), whose production was inter-

fered with by his duties as director of the Royal Academy

of Music (Stockholm) and other activities, wrote approxi-

mately thirty songs. He belongs to the neoromantic school;

several of his songs show the influence of Sj gren,

although in a more modernistic sense. Other influences in

Beckman's songs come from the Norwegian symphonist, Johan

Svedsen, and from Edvard Grieg.3 Three of Beckman's out-

standing songs are: "S v, s1v, susa" ("Rush, Rush, Sigh"),

"Hvor skulde jeg" ("Whither Do I Go"), both texts known in

their settings by Sibelius, and "Den langa dagen" ("The Long

Day"), text by J. L. Runeberg.

SMderman's greatest successor was Wilhelm Peterson-

Berger (see p. 29) (l867l91+2), the composer who had the

3 1ke Vretblad, "Bror Beckman," Sohlmans Lusiklexikon,
edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp. 359-360.



deepest understandingfor the pure Swedish art of his

predecessor. Although Peterson-Berger had been influenced

by Hallen and the Wagnerian movement, he was later able to

throw off the, foreign influences and, with Sderman as a

model, to develop the national folk style into a pure

expression of Swedish music. Songs Like "Intet Xr som

vntanstider" ("Nothing Is Like Times of Waiting"), "Till

Bruden" ("To The Bride"), text 'by W. von Heidenstam, and

"Titania" ("Titania"), text by G. Frbding, show Peterson-

Berger's outstanding ability in song composition.

S~derman was an important figure in that period of

Sweden's historic culture called (like the same era in

England and America) the Nineties. In this period a

development never seen before in the history of Swedish

music was started which, after a few decades, gave the

Swedish nation outstanding music of a national character.

It was broad enough to permit the inclusion of the most

different types.

Carl Wilhelm Eugen Stenhammar (1871-1927) is regarded

as the most aristocratic figure in the history of Swedish

music both in his art and as a personality. His music shows

the influence of many styles. He was much interested in the

symphonic works of Johannes Brahms. Unlike Sjogren,

G'bsta Percy, Det Glada verige, pp. 2110-2112.
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Stenhammar's music is not spontaneous, but is always

artistic and represents the composer's fine understanding

of the music and the mood of every poem. 5 Stenhammar has

written sixty-six songs of which several belong to the best

of Swedish vocal music: "Sj 4rnZ ga" ("Star Eyes"), "Adagio"

("Adagio"), both to texts by Ho Bergman, and "Ein Fichten-

baum Steht Einsam" ("A Pine-Tree Standeth Lonely"), text by

Heinrich Heine.

No Swedish composer has employed Swedish folk music

more masterfully than Hugo Alfven (1872- ). Stenhammar

and Alfven have become the leading symphonists of their

generation in Sweden. The orchestral medium has been the

favorite in Alfven's production, and this is evident in the

melodic structure of his vocal compositions. Alfven has

been influenced by the music of Richard Strauss. His use of

the strophic form in the composition of art song is found

largely in his lyrical settings. The remainder of his

songs are mostly dramatic with balanced contrasts.6 One of

Alfven's outstanding compositions for solo voice is "En Beat

Ned Blommor t ("A Boat with Flowers"), originally written

with orchestral accompaniment. It is dramatic and

5 oses Pergament, stareae och mtstarinna," Musik-
harniskor, edited by Folke H. Thrnblom, pp. l44-159.

6Gereon Brodin, "Hugo Alfven,t" Sohlmans Nusiklexikon,
edited by Gbsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp. 67-71.
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contrasting in mood with a number of beautiful climaxes and

is intricate in harmonic and technical structure.

Through Josef Eriksson (1872- ), who has written

about one hundred sixty songs, new traits were given the

Swedish art song. He was the first modernistic composer of

Sweden. In 1911 his art showed evident signs of atonalism,

which he later moderated. A typical example of Eriksson's

early style is found in "Hstens var" ("Autumn's Spring"),

written in 1907, from the collection ra .sLer (Four

Songs), texts by E. A.Karlfeldt. (See Fig. 21.)

It is interesting to note that a few of Eriksson's

early songs are similar in style to the best and later

settings of Hugo Alfven. Like Hugo Wolf, Eriksson's aim was

to express the inherent melody of his own language. His

style is not based on Swedish folk music; the use of the

folk-tune melody is for color alone. Eriksson's develop-

ment in musical composition is perhaps the most interesting

of all Swedish composers of his time, since his style has

undergone several changes.8 Exemplifying his later

7Folke Tbrnblom and Gsta Percy "Josef Friksson,"So -
mans Musiklexikon, edited by G6'sta Morin, Vol. 1I(1950), pp. -

8"The relation between words (poem) and music is the same
as a precious jewel (poem) which needs a setting (music) to
reflect its full beauty. This is responsible for the fact
that a number of my songs have been rewritten two and even
three times. When I have not given the poem its final musi-
form, it remains with me until I have found the true ex-
pression for the poet's intentions." From a letter to the
present writer, April 1952.
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used the strophic form with much variety. 1- 0  Outstanding are

"Aspens lvverk Bavar" ("The Quivering Aspen Leaves"), text

by Bo Bergman, from the collection Sec Visor (Six "Visor")

and "Morgonsang" ("Morning Song), text by Tor Hedberg, from

the collection Tio. singer (Ten Songs).

Ture RangstrUm (l887-l94+7), through his great contri-

bution to art song, reached heights to which nothing can be

compared in this field of music in Sweden. His significance

is still incompletely appreciated in his native country,bt

his unique position has been acknowledged. The musical

style of Rangstrom is as revolutionary in Sweden as is that

of some of his contemporaries in other nations. His music

is often explosive, quite different from the personal

impressionism of Emil Sjagren and the artistic reserve of

Wilhelm Stenhammar who were once considered very "modern."

The love of nature, which is also found in the literature of

the great Swedish poets, above all August Strindberg and Bo

Bergman, has been the greatest inspiration in Rangstrom's

musical education and in the mastery of his art. RangstrZm

was self-taught and his music shows very few influences

from other composers. The only one who may have inspired

him musically is Sibelius, himself a great admirer of

Bangstr~m's music. Hangstrom was a romanticist and a

10G5sta Morin, "Karl Adrian Wohlfart," ohlmans usik-
lexikon, edited by *Ista Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p. 1532.
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lyricist in every composition. He often spoke of his

orchestral works as "lyrics for orchestra." He was more

inspired by literature and nature than by music and com-

posers. Bo Bergman and August Strindberg were the most

influential poets in Rangstrem's career. Rangstr*rm often

expressed his wish to be "a humble but true pupil" of

Strindberg. With a deep understanding for the mood of each

poet, Rangstram was able to capture the wild expression of

Strindberg, the melancholic tenderness of Bergman, the soft

tone of J. P. Jacobsen and the joyful humour of Frans G.

Bengtsson. Because of strong ties to his native country as

exemplified in his second symphony, "Mitt Land" ("My Land"),

Hangstrom,as no one else, had the ability to reproduce the

old Swedish music which was found in the church, school and

melodies sung and played by the Swedish people themselves.

Many of his works were written in minor keys and be-

cause of this Rangstrbm often called himself "Mollstr m"

("Moll" means "Minor") instead of Rangstr5m. However, this

does not explain his entire.personality and he often grew

tired of references to his minor moods and his harshness.

He was a great tragedian, but he also understood the humor-

ous mood, and a genial originality was one of his character-

istics. No other composer has represented Sweden so well

as Ture Rangstr'6m. 1

llG5sta Percy, "Ture 3angstrdm," Sohlmans Musiklexikon,
edited by G sta Morin, Vol. IV (1952),TTT-3F 
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Rangstr6m has written over two hundred songs, among

them the romantic "Notturno" ("Nocturne"), "Pan" ("Pan"),

text by Bo Bergman, "Villemo, Villemo, hvi gick Du" ("Villeno,

Villemo, Where Did You Go"), and "Ban till natten" ("A

Prayer to the Night"), text by Bo Bergman. An outstanding

dramatic song is "'Seele, Semele." Also interesting are:

"Brinnand tIjus" ("The Burning Light"), text by Karin Boye,

and"Pionerna" ("The Peonies"), text by Anders sterling.

(See Fig. 22.)

a MA _________

fflU /~xxMa44, och ,ce-ka~ Wehistz? b iA4 I

Of considerable importance are the vocal compositions

of Gustaf Lazarus Nordcvist (1886-1949), (see pp.99,110) who,

together with Rangstr m, completes the picture of rational

Swedish art song. !lordqvist's songs total approximately two

12Ture Rangstr n, "Pionerna," Modern Scandinavian Sng
edited by Reinald Werrenrath, Vol. II, pp. 76-77.
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hundred and among the best are his many religious settings.

His compositions represent various moods but are not

characterized by such an intense expression as those of

Rangstr~m or even Sj~gren. Nordqvist's technical con-

struction, although not as complicated as that of Rangstrom,

shows an intricacy unlike that of his contemporaries. Nord-

qvist understood the essence of religious music and this is

prevalent in his outstanding vocal works. A simple, beauti-

ful melodic line upheld by smooth chordal progressions

reveal Nordqvist as a true artist. Among Nordqvist's

compositions there are few actually dramatic songs; yet,

the dramatic element is brought out in many of his works as

a contrast to other moods. 1 3 Very characteristic of Nord-

qvist's vocal compositions is the expression of individual

details. He often uses the minor key (d minor, c minor,

f minor) and the melodic lines, in which wide leaps are

rare, are developed chromatically, as exemplified in

"Hj rtats sommar" ("The Heart's Summer"), text by J.

Tegengren, from the collection H 'rtat jnger (The Heart

Sings). (See Fig. 23.)

1 35ystein Gaukstad, "Gustaf Lazarus Nordqvist,'t

Sohlmans Musiklexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. III
(1951), pp. 1238-121 T.
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His songs are singable with the accompaniment and vocal line

in close texture. In his religious songs traces of the

melody are found in the accompaniment. Outstanding are:

"Davids 23dje psalm," from the collection Psalm och sn

(Psalm an& dSL) and the collection Tre Davids me

Nordqvist has long been one of Sweden's most popular song

composers, but the extent of his creativeness is relatively

unknown.

The compositions of Josef Petrus Jonsson (1887- ),

are in a category of their own and possess a distinct

personal character. The music is both discordant and

delicate. In all his compositions can be found a great

inspiration coming from the church (see p. 93). As a

14Gustaf Iordqvist, HArtats sommar, pp. 2-3.

I' . AL-
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composer he is self-taught. Yet musicians, such as Wilhelm

Stenhammar and Tor Aulin who frequently visited Norrkping,

the town in which Johnsson lives, played an important part

in Johnsson's- musical background. 15 Johnsson is a national

romanticist not influenced by Swedish folk music. He

follows the music of the modernists but his compositions are

not radical. As he has expressed it, "I want to write music

which can be understood by myself as well as by others. t 6

In Johnsson's first piano works (mostly studies and there-

fore not printed), he started with instrumental music as the

foundation of his style of composition. He was dissatisfied

with the usual "sketchy" form of the piano part in contem-

porary songs and wanted a more developed accompaniment. His

ideas were based on his study of the symphonic piano accom-

paniments in the songs of Hugo Wolf. From Wolf he also

learned secrets in text declamation.. From the works of Max

Reger, he was encouraged to further attempts in harmonic and

contrapuntal construction of the mwical composition. The

melodic lines of Ture Rangstr~m convinced Johnsson of the

fact that "song" could also show restraint which would save

the art song from exaggerated outbursts of emotion. Two

songs which show Johnsson's style of song composition are

15 Esta Percy, "Josef Petrus Johnsson," Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol.111 (1951) pp. 130-131.

1 6Letter from Josef Johnsson tb the present writer,
dated March, 1952.



"Herrens bon" ("The Lord's Prayer") and "Under h'iggarna"

("Under the Bird's Cherry Tree"), from the collection, Tre

sagr (Three ongs&). In conclusion, the follow ing view-

point on present day art song are expressed by Johnsson:

The art song has been held back by the present day

dominance of orchestral music, due to the contemporary
tendency which regards the abstract and mechanical
function of music as its ideal. Some present day con-
temporaries retain the concept of romanticism but re-
gard it as obsolete. Nevertheless, one cannot deny the
fact that traces of romanticism can be found even in a
prelude by J. S. Bach. If the union between words and
melody is apparently so objectionable, why then do
these composers consider the writing of new operas?
Yet, many songs of the past reveal exaggerated senti-
mentality incompatible with those of the recent time.
The present day reality cannot stifle the genuine

longing which takes a central position in the feelings
of mankind. Years of war and depression have had a

tendency to curb the flow of artistic sense and
emotion, but a rebirth of romanticism, free from
restrictions, will occur and offset the trend of the
present day. It is my personal conviction that com-
posers of song, romance, and ballad have a bright
future before them, linking together the past and
present in individual expression as well as a general
culture of music.17

The songs of Ruben Liljefors (1871-1936) (see p.110)

combine Swedish folk music and an original sense for melodic

and harmonic structures, yet in an advanced style. He was a

lyricist with northern romantic influences.1

17Ibid.

I8a3sta Percy, "Ruben Mattias Liljefors," Sohlmans

usiklexikon, edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. III (1951),
pp. 624-625.
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Richert Sigurd Valdemar von Koch (1879-1919) was a

composer of pure originality and a genuine lyricist who

belongs to the best Swedish musicians of his time, a group

among which Beckman was the eldest and Fryklof (see p. 67)

the most learned. Like Frykl3f, von Koch died at an early

age after having found his own personal style. Von Koch has

composed his songs in various moods, from exoticism to the

antiquarian revival of seventeenth century Swedish song.

The latter style may be found in his collection Gammal-

swenskaWias r (Old Swedish "Visor"), consisting of two

volumes, to texts by Lucidor and Wivallius. Von Koch's

style of composition is inspired by pure nature with a cer-

tain personal impressionism, somewhat related to that of

Fryklbf. An interesting collection is Exotiska S&n er

(Exotic Songs). It is evident from his posthumous compo-

sitions that he might have become one of Sweden's greatest

composers of song. His last works are composed in a style

similar to that of Rangstr5m. However, no direct influence

of this composer is evident in the music of von Koch. 1 9 His

songs number approximately forty.

Similar to the impressionism of Karl Wohlfart (see

pp. 57-58), is the later music of Adolf Wiklund (1879-1951).

He was deeply inspired by Sjogren and the Northern romantic

W9Bo Wallner, "Richert Sigurd Valdemar von Koch,"
Sohlmans Musiklexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. III (1951),
pp. 314-315.
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school. Influences of Brahms and Stenhammar were character-

istic of his early style, as exemplified in his first piano

concerto. Wiklund was also an ardent admirer of Rach-

maninoff. His later compositions are marked by impression-

ism with traces of neo-French colourism.20

The composers born in the 1880's continued in the

individualistic, but at the same time national, style of

their predecessors. At the border between the two decades

was Carl Natanel Berg (1879- ), a true symphonist, trained

in the tradition of Richard Strauss. Berg has composed

operas, Leila (1908-1910), Engelbrekt (1924-1928), Juih

(1931-1935') and others, often written to his own texts,

based upon events from the Swedish Middle Ages. Perhaps his

most personal music is the beautiful "Hga Visan" ("Song of

Solomon"), written in 1925, one of his choral works. 2 1 He

has also composed several songs, mostly with orchestral

accompaniment, such as "Saul och David" ("Saul and David"),

text by Friding, written in 1907, "Eros vrede" ("Eros'

Wrath"), text by Froding, also written in 1907, "Predikaren"

("Preacher"), text by Frbding, written in 1911, "Die baden-

den Kinder" ("The Bathing Children"), text by V. Rydberg,

2 0 Gereon Brodin, "Adolf Wiklund, " Sohlmans Musiklexi-

kon, edited by Gasta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), pp. 1480-1481.

2 1Gereon Brodin, "Carl Natanael Berg," Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951) ,

Wp.h49-o.
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written in 1918, the collection of songs with piano accom-

paniment, Elva snger (Enle Songs), written in 1926, and

"Vinternatt" ("Winter Night"), text by Fr5ding. The

pathetic and quite dramatic musical expression of Berg

developed, in his later compositions, into a deeply felt and

inspired music. (See Fig. 24.)

Harald Frykltdf (1882-1919), a learned theorist and

gifted musician, did not have the opportunity to develop his

original talent because of his early death. His music con-

sists of compositions in the smaller forms, which are per-

sonally inspired and lyric with colorful harmonic structures

and contrapuntal tendencies. 2 3

2 2Natanael Berg, Vinternatt, p. 3.

23Ivar Stare, "Harald Leonard Fryklof, " Sohlmans Nusik-
lexikon, edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. II (I95O), T Y.
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In the songs of Hildor Lundvik (1885-1951) is found a

blend of the national romanticism and elements of impres-

sionism. His poetic understanding made possible the com-

position of several outstanding songs, such as "Du sofver

blott" ("Thou Dost but Sleep"), text by Bruno Nylander.

The style of Algot Haquinius (1886- ) often approach-

es that of Rangstrbm. Haquinius devoted his composition to

the smaller forms: chamber music, piano, violin and vocal

compositions. His music is of a personal style, possessing

Northern romantic influences with a predominant tendency

towards impressionism. His vocal compositions are romantic

and impressionistic with influences from various religious

elements, as well as the literature and pictorial art at the

turn of the century. These songs are a beautiful but

unobtrusive expression of the poetical content by which they

were inspired.24

Another composer who died before his style became

established was Knut Hkanson (1887-1929). He was known

mostly for his exceptional choral works. Hikanson was one

of Sweden' s more individualistic contrapuntalists, endowed

with a ripened musical art based on Swedish folk music with

polyphonic traits of the Baroque Era. His earlier compo-

sitions reflect a nordicreoromanticism. H&kanson's poetic

24GOsta Percy, "Johan Algot fHaquinius," Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. II (1950), pp.9W .
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and natural melodic declamation is evident in song "No. II"

from the collection Sgngerna o Hjrtat (Sonts of he

Heart).2%

Oskar Fredrik Lindberg (1887- ) (see p. 93) is a

native of Dalarna, a province of Sweden rich in folklore

and folk music, which has made marked impression in his

musical style. He often employs rustic motifs in his com-

positions. Nordic neoromanticism and colorful harmonic

structures are prominent in his works. Traits of Sibelius

and French impressionism may be found in his early compo-

sitions, which differ considerably from his personal style

of today. Lindberg's exceptional poetic inspiration and

understanding are evident in his vocal works.26

Kurt Magnust Atteberg (1887- ) has been important as

a musical organizer in Sweden where he founded and was

president of the Freningen Svenska tonsAttare (Society of

Swedish Composers) from 1924 to 19W7. Since 19+0 he has

also been secretary of the Royal Academy of Music in Stock-

holm. As a conductor, he has often presented modern Swedish

music abroad and at the present time he is one of the most

widely known Swedish composers. Chiefly among his works are

25Gsta Morin, "Knut AlgOt Hgkanson," Sohlmans 1usik-

Lexin, edited by GOsta Morin, Vol. II' (1950), pp. 1207-
1209.

26 Gereon Brodin, "Oskar Fredrik Lindberg," Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. III (1951),
pp. 633-636.
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his eight symphonic compositions and several operas, of

which the nationalistic Backahasten, text by Osterling,

written in 1925, is the best, but Fanal, written in 1934,

is the best known internationally. An unusual work is the

ballet De f vitska ungfrurna (2T Foolish Maidens), based

on folk music, written in 1920 and first performed in Paris.

Atteberg has written only a few songs, composed in a dramatic,

expressive style, shown in "Dryckesvisa" ("Drinking Song"),

(see Fig. 25.) On the whole, he is a master in the use of

Swedish folk music as elements for symphonic work and con-

struction. 2 7

ModA to e 1 o-.
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2?Gereon Brodin, "Kurt Magnus Atterberg," Sohlmans
lusiklexikon, edited by GOsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp. 189-
192.

28Kurt Atterberg, D ck v p. 1.
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John William Seymer (1890- ) was a fine miniaturist

and impressionist. He was a student of Pryklf and later

became one of the leading music critics in Stockholm, em-

ployed (1917-1923) by the Svenska Dagladet (The Swedish

Daily Gazette) and later by the ya Daglit Allehanda (Row

Q1l Variety). He possesses an unusual feeling for

Swedish folk music which he has combined with a moderately

modernistic tone showing an influence, rare in Swedish

music, of an Eaglishman, Cyril Scott. His best music is

found in his orchestral works and chamber music, but he has

also composed a few songs of fine quality: "Dryaniden",

"Stiller Gang" and others. 2 9

Minor Vocal Composers of the Late
Nineteenth Century and Early

Twentieth Century

Although the following composers cannot be considered

as great as those previously mentioned, they also have con-

tributed to the advancement of art song in Sweden. The

oldest of them have learned much from the composers of the

middle nineteenth century, and those still living have been

greatly influenced by the outstanding composers born in the

1870's and 1880's. Ernst Christian Richard Andersson

(18.51-1918) was a pianist and one of the finest piano

2 9 Bo Wallner, "John William Seymer, " Sohlmans Musik-
Lxikon, edited by GUsta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), pp. 753-
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instructors Sweden has produced. His famous music school,

Richard Anderssons musikskola, founded in 1886, still exists

in Stockholm, and has been the seat of musical education for

many of the best Swedish pianists of later generations.

Although Andersson gave most of his attention to his school,

he has also written a few songs, characterized by solid

workmanship. 3 0 More of a romanticist was Carl Alfred Berg

(1857-1929), the beloved conductor of Lund's students ng-

f~rening (the Men's Choral Society of the University of

Lund), during the years 1891-1894 and 1896-1925, who was

also director of music at the same University in 1897-1922.

"Father Berg," as he was called by his chorus members all

over Sweden, was a conductor of unusual ability who, with

his chorus, made world wide tours (including the United

States in 1904). In a style of Northern romanticism, he has

composed male quartets and melodious songs.31 To the same

generation belongs Carl Leopold Sjbberg (1861-1900) who was

municipal medical doctor at Hedemora in the province of

Dalarne. A musical dilettante, Sjoberg has written one song

which is internationally known: his musical setting of

E. G. Geijer's, "Tonerna," which has been sung throughout

30Xke Vretblad, "Ernst Christian Richard Andersson,"
Sohlmans Musiklexikon, edited by tsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1915),
PP. 113-1. r

31Folke TUrnblom, "Carl Alfred Berg," Sohlmans lusik-
LexKon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp. 436-+37.
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Sweden, and which continues to appear in new editions. It

is composed in the style of the Uppsala school (see pp. 8-

22), with a broad melodic line.32

Connected with S6derman (see pp. 35-38) and an intimate

friend of W. Stenhammar (see pp. 4-55) was Tor Bernhard

Vilhelm Aulin (1866-1914), one of the most gifted musicians

and musical organizers of Sweden. He was a fine violinist

and an excellent performer of chamber music who did much for

the popularization of this type of music in Sweden. He was

the best interpreter of S Bgren's violin sonatas and an

energetic conductor who founded, in 1902, the Konsert-

fbreningen (Concert Orchestra) in Stockholm. With Sten-

hammar as pianist, he made numerous concert tours throughout

Sweden, which left him little time for composition. Though

his best works are written for the violin with orchestral

accompaniment, he has composed a few songs of fine artistic

quality which combine German romanticism and Swedish folk

song. A collection showing these characteristics is his

Drei Lieder, written in 1888-l899.33 The same stylistic

traits are shown by Knut Back (1868- ), now living in

32"Carl Leopold Sj3berg," Sohlmans Musiklexikon,
edited by GIsta Morin, Vol. IV (19%2) , p. 304.

3 3G6sta Tbrnbom, "Tor Bernhard Vilhelm Aulin," ohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by Gosta Lorin, Vol. I (1951), pp. 200-
201.
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Gothenberg. His best known song is the ballad, Tomten (The

Elf), text by V. Rydberg, originally written with orchestral

accompaniment.31+

Sara Margareta Eugenia Euphrosyne Wennerberg-Reuter

(born February 11, 1875) is a relative of Gunnar Wennerberg.

She was a student at the Leipzig Conservatory and also at

the Berlin Hochschule flr Musik, where she studied compo-

sition with Max Bruch. In 1906 she became organist at the

Sofia Church in Stockholm. Her musical production consists

only of vocal works, the best of which are the male quartets

and cantatas which, like her songs, are based on a Swedish

national- romanticism. They possess melodic beauty supported

by rich harmonizations.35

From the next decade, the 1880's, comes Karl Ragnar

Althen (1883- ). He studied both at the Royal Conserva-

tory of Music in Stockholm where he took his examinations in

1903, and later with the Scharwenka brothers in Berlin.

Since 1916 he has been organist at the Matteus Church in

Stockholm and conductor of the amateur orchestra, Matteus-

pojskarnas symfoniorkester (Matteus Amateur Symphony Or-

chestra). Alth6n has written mostly vocal works and some

3tolke T~rnblom, "Knut Back, " Sohlmans Nusiklexikon,
edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), p. 753.
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have become well-known. Especially outstanding is the

patriotic hymn, "Land, du valsignade" ("You Blessed Land")),

text by Elisabeth Bj5rklund, written in 1926, which is so

popular as to be considered almost a ;wedish national hymn.

Another well-known song is "Vad hr vi Ziska" ("We Love What

Is Iere").3 6  Two years younger was the Dutch-born violin-

ist, Johan Tobias Jacob Wilhelmi (1885-1944) who, from

191,-1921, was a member of Stockholm's Konsertforeningen

(Concert Orchestra) and afterward was leader of the Court

Orchestra at the Royal Opera. His songs are composed in a

romantic style with influences from nature and Swedish folk

music, and most of them are written with orchestral accom-

paniment. 3 7 A composer of patriotic songs is Ejnar EklBf

(1886- ).38 In the Northern romanticism of Sjgren, Karl

Natanael Broman (1887- ), pianist and, from 1925-1951, in

charge of the music department of Radiotj.nst (Swedish

Broadcasting Company), has composed several vocal works,

36Foike Tornblom, "Karl Ragnar Althe'n," Sohlmans usik-
lexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp. 9-90.

37G6'sta Percy, "Johan Tobias Jacob Wilhelmi," Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by Gtsta Morin, Vol. IV (1952),
pp. 1484-1485.

38Folke Tcrnblom, "Joel Ejnar EklZff, " Sohlmans MusikCLexion,
edited by GZsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), p. 16.
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such as the ballad Kung Lif och Drottnin Dbd (The _in

Lives and the Queen Is Dead), written in 1913.39

The composers born in the 1890's reflect traces of

Northern romanticism frequently combined with additional

traits. In these songs are revealed French as well as

modernistic influences from the continent. Songs written

with orchestral accompaniment were composed by Ivar

Hellman (1891- ), since 1928 conductor of Radiot j nst

(Swedish Broadcasting Company) in Stockholm. These vocal

works are melodic, and skillfully orchestrated. A pure

lyrist is Josef Bernhard Lilja (1895- ). He has composed,

in a personal style, miniatures such as the song collections

H5stlyrik (Autumn Slrc) and 4frlyrik (Srina Lyric).

Lilia, a student of Frykl~f and Ellberg, has been instructor

of theory at the Royal Conservatory of Music in Stockholm

since 1928.41 Interesting are the settings of Johan Artur

3 tBo Wallner, "Karl 4atanael Broman," Sohlmans Musik-
le ikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), p. 681.

4OHelge Malmberg, "Ivar Hellman," Sohlmans Musiklexi-

kon, edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. II (1950), p. 1019.

411ke Brandel, "Josef Bernhard Lilja, " Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by GUsta Morin, Vol. III (1951), p. 623.
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Norrman (189- ) , musical consultant in the town of Eskil-

stuna since 1943, who has devoted most of his time to school

music42

1+2Helge Nalmberg, "Johan Artur Norrman," SohLmans
Mskexikon, edited by G'sta Morin, Vol. 111 (1951),
pp. 1261-1262.



CHAPTER IV

THE MODERN SCHOOL OF S3EDISH COMPOSERS

French influences and modernistic tendencies are marked

in the modern school of Swedish composers. Several of them

are no longer connected with the national romantic movement

and some have given tip entirely their Swedish individuality

and now compose in a more universal style. However, the-

majority reflect a development of impressionism, expres-

sionism, neoclassicism, etc., which leads to a style unlike

that of Peterson-Berger or angstrm, but more representa-

tive of modern trends. They have learned to adopt the best

of the various influences, adding them to the traditions of

Swedish composition. However, there is quite a difference

in the various expressions of this late nationalism. Edward

Kallstenius (1881- ), one of the creators of Swedish con-

temporary music, has always represented the most radical

composers. His music is completely original. Like Rang-

strom, Kallstenius has produced a complex, intricate style,

based upon personal harmonic structure. Rangstrbm, an

admirer of the elder colleague, once said, in a joking

expression, that Kallstenius' music was like "eating

stones." This jest characterizes in itself the essential

78
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mood of Kallstenius' compositions. Kallstenius has written

only a few vocal works, among them the cantata S anoffer (An

Offering in Song), op- 32, for baritone and orchestra, text

by R. Tagore, written in 1944.1 An example of the musical

style of Kallstenius is "F r vilsna fatter sjunger grb'set"

("The Grass Sings for Feet Astray"), text by Hjalmar Gull-

berg. (See Fig. 26.)

26.-4,PO f ". M U r hSUI51 3.

The compositions of Gosta Nystroem (1890- ), like

those of Kallstenius, are inspired by nature. They effec-

tively employ rich tonal colors, influenced by French

1Bo Wallner, "Edvard Kallstenius, " Sohlmans Musik-

lexikon, edited by Gbsta Morin, Vol. III (1951), pp. 184-
185.

2Edvard Kallstenius,"Fa vilsna fatter sjunger gr'.set,
p. 2.
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neoimpressionism.3  One of the leading figures in Swedens

present day music is Hilding Rosenberg (1892- ), a

prolific composer in the larger forms. His style of

composition has changed several times. His earlier com-

positions possessed neoromantic influences. He then turned,

toward international modernism, which has gradually develop-

ed into a deeply inspired individualistic style. 4

The music of the Finnish born Swedish composer Moses

Pergament (1893- ) is influenced by the late romantic and

impressionistic veins, as represented in his varied harmonic

structures and colorful instrumentation. His vocal works

frequently revealnorthern Scandinavian influences. His

best compositions are for acappella choir. 5

Inclined toward musical experimentation in various

styles is John Fernstrom (1897- ), one of the few modern

Swedish composers who has written important works in the

field of song.6 The music of Gustaf Paulson (1898- )

33o Wallner, "Gosta ystroem," Sohlmans Musiklexikon,
edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. IV (1951), pp. 1295-1297.

'o Wallner, "HIilding Rosenberg," Sohlmans Musiklexi1n,
edited by G3sta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), pp.459-465.

5Bo Wallner, "Moses Pergament," Sohlmans -Musiklexikon,
edited by G'sta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), pp. 131-132.

6 "John Fernstrom", Sohlrnans Musiklexikon, edited by G8sta
Morin, Vol. 11 (1950), ppJ175-177,
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comprises mostly orchestral works. His compositions are of

great depth, the robust and humorous characteristics are

interesting. 7  An experimental developer of Northern

romanticism is Karl Yngve Sk5ld (1899- ), librarian at the

Ft5reningen Svenska tonsattare (Society of Swedish Composers),

Stockholm. Most of his compositions are orchestral works,

although he has written a few songs.8 Of a conservative

style are "En pastoral" ("A Pastorale") and "Stockholm"

("Stockholm"), both songs with orchestral accompaniment with

texts by Gabriel Jbhnsson, composed by Fritz Gunnar Rudolf

Ek (1900- ) whose polyphonic works are often inspired by

Swedish folk tunes.9

Carl Albert Theodor Henneberg (1901- ), the son of

Richard Henneberg, began as a pure modernist but his later

style has become more moderate revealing his rich, melodic

tendencies. Henneberg who, since 1945, has been secretary

of the F5reningen Svenska tons4ttare, Stockholm, is a

symphonic and operatic composer. However, he has also

written songs, many of which have been composed in cycles

7Bo Wallner, "Gustaf Paulson," Sohlmans Musiklexikon,
edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p. 116.

8G'6sta Percy, "Karl Yngve Skald,r" Sohmns Musiklexi-
kon, edited by G' sta Normn, Vol. IV (1952), pp. 828-29.

9 Cereon Brodin, "Fritz Gunnar Rudolf," Sohlmans usik-
lexi:on, edited by Gasta Morin, Vol. II (1950), pp. 12-13.
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with orchestral accompaniment, e.g. "Gedichte an Genia, "

Op. 12, and "Rymden klarnar" ("Space Clears"), Op. 35, text

by B. E.Nystrm.)- A temperate modernism, combined with

influences of the eighteenth century counterpoint constitute

the musical characteristics of Hilding Hallns (1903- ),

who has composed important and outstanding vocal works.ll

Ike Olaf Sebastian Udden (1903- ) was a student of

Melchers (see p. 50) at the Royal Conservatory of Music in

Stockholm and also studied in Paris. His songs and other

works show modern French influences.12 An exotic romanti-

cism, blended with qualities of the French and English

composers is to be found in the music of Birn Albert

Schildknecht (1905-19+6), who, as a conductor at the Royal

Dramatic Theatre in Stockholm (1929-1937), composed

incidental music to plays and melodramas. 13

Dag Ivar wir6n (1905- ) is an important symphonist

and one of Sweden's outstanding composers of instrumental

works. His musical style is modern, original, but not

lO ke Brandel, "Carl Albert Theodor Henneberg," Sohl-
mans usiklexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. 11 (19T7
pp. 1043-10 .

11 Gbsta Percy, "Johan Hilding Hallnas," Sohlmans Musil-

lexikon, edited by Gasta Morin, Vol. II (1950), pp.857-858 .

1 2Gtsta Percy, "Ake Olof Sebastian Udden Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. IV l952 ,gp.1297.

1 3 Helge Mamberg, "Bjrn Albert Schildknecht," Sohlmans
iusiklexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p. 621.
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radical, and is exemplified in "En hastens kvgll" ("An

Autumn Evening!") , text by E. A. Karlfeldt.1 Connected with

the native folk music is Engemar Kristian Liljefors (1906-

), son of Ruben Liljefors and, since 1938, instructor of

piano and theory at the Royal Conservatory of Music in

Stockholm. His compositions reveal developed rhythmic

characteristics with influences of Swedish folk music. His

music is imaginative and moderately modernistic.l%

Lars-Erik Larsson (1908- ) is another prominent

figure in present day Swedish music. He began as a modern-

ist, gradually altering his own style which now reflects the

traditionalism of the Swedish people. One of his best songs

is "Ftr vilsna fatter sjunger graset" ("The Grass Sings for

Feet Astray"), text by Hjalmar Gullberg, the same text of

which was used by Kallstenius.l6 The musical style of

Gunnar de Frumerie (1908- ), although marked by various

influences, has not wandered far from the real sources of

his inspiration, found in his own country. He admired Bach

early in life and later Schumann, Brahms, Puccini, Debussy,

14Bo Wailner, "Dag Ivar Wiren," Sohlmans Musiklexikon,

edited by G'sta Morin, Vol. IV (1952'), pp. 1512-15h4.

1%e.keBrandel, "Ingemar Krist ian Liljefors," Sohlmans
usiklexikon, edited by G'sta Morin, Vol. III (1951l)p. 621+.

16 eereon Brodin, "Lars-Erik Larsson," Sohlmans Musik-

lexikon, edited by GG'sta Morin, Vol. III (1951), pp. 536-
539.



Stravinsky and Honegger, as well as the Russians. His early

works show the use of strict forms, later with the use of

modernistic polyphonic harmonies. However, de Frumerie's

music does not follow any fixed pattern. Through years he

has molded and perfected a personal style that distinguishes

him as a classical romanticist,'? as in the song "Det blir

vackert dr du gar" ("It Will Be Beautiful Where You Go"),

from the collection Hj!'rtats sanger (S of the Heart), to

texts by P.r Lagerkvist. (See fig. 27.)

4AN fJ 7'AZN9a//lo

DatbLin VACktN~t auii da M4JK'A'

Sigurd Christian Erland von Koch (l9lO- ) began as an

advanced modernist in harmonic structure. As his style

l?7"Per 'unnar Fredrik de Frurierie" S ohlrans Musiklexikon,
edited by G~sta Morin, Vol II (l95o), pp. 37b-361.

18Gunnar de Fru erie,Det blir vackert dtr dlu gr p. 2.
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approached maturity, his music has developed greater sim-

plicity of melodic line and a modification in harmonic

structure. Rhythmic animation, as well as influences of

Nordic folk music are outstanding features in his later

compositions. An interesting song of 2rland von Koch is

"Den drb'mmande systern" ("The Dreaming Sister"), text by

E. A. Karlfeldt. 1 9  Rune Anders Wahlberg (1910- ), a

composer and conductor, exemplifies in his songs with

orchestral accompaniment, as well as in other compositions,

a northern romanticism.20

During the lapse of time between the two world ward a

more decided modernism became evident in the music of the

young Swedish composers. The French influence is an impor-

tant factor in the compositions of Carl-Olof Anderberg

(1914- ), pianist and conductor of the Malm5 kammar-

orkesterf rening (Chamber Orchestra Society) which he

founded in 1946.21 Beginning as an impressionist and now

writing in a linear style is Jan Ingmar Georg Milveden

(1920- ). Miiveden, who is also a musical historian, has

19Bo Wallner, "Sigurd Christian Erland von Koch,"
Sohlmans iusiklexikon, edited by GCsta Morin, Vol. I1I
(1951), pp. 313-314.

2 0 "Rune Anders Wahlberg,'" Sohlmans Musiklexikon,
edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p. 13 .

21Gbsta Morin, "Carl-Olof Anderberg, " Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by Gbsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), p. 104.
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composed songs of a simple, intimate type. 2 2  The compo-

sitions of Ingvar Natanael Lidholm (1921- ), one of the

most promising Swedish musicians among the latest generation,

began with influences from Neilsen and early Hindemith. 2 3

Typical is the song "Madonnans vaggvisa" '("Madona's Cradle

Song"). (See Fig. 28.)

tltnto %o&st o
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The present status of the art song in Sweden is

promising. However, future success depends largely on two

things, world conditions affecting mankind and the element

of time which will eventually bring about progression or

22 "Jan Ingmar Georg Milveden," Sohlmans usleikon,
edited by G6sta Morin, Vol. III (1951), pp. 938-939.

2 3Bo Wailner , "Ingvar Natanael Lidholm," Sohlmans -
lexikon, edited by G sta Morin, Vol. IV (1952 p. 610.

2kIngvar Lidholm, "Madonnans vaggvisa," Sex Snger, p.6.
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retrogression. In the foregoing chapters has been traced

Swedish art song from its earliest stages. Various phases

in Swedish vocal history, such as the Uppsala school, the

Nationlistic movement, the romantic impact of the nineteenth

century, the French influence and the attitudes and contri-

butions of the later composers of the nineteenth century and

of the modern school in Sweden have been discussed con-

secutively in order to explain fully the customs, ideals and

expectations of the composers, both of the past and present,

in Sweden. The early part of the twentieth century, called

in Sweden the golden age of art song, is the only time the

Swedish composers have been allowed to express, through

their compositions, personal and original ideas. This lack

of individuality may be attributed to the pressure applied

by the musical circles and groups throughout Sweden. The

survival of Swedish art song depends largely on the nulli-

fication of the power of such organizations. If this is

possible, Swedish art song may live, not only in the hearts

and minds of its creators, but in the lives of the musical

public everywhere.



APPENDIX I

StEDISM SACRED SONG

The church and religious life have been of great

significance in the cultural life of Sweden and have beome

a true part of Sweden's national character. However, during

the last decades the importance of religious obligations ha

diminished, as have other traditions; yet, to the Swedish

people, the church still retains much value and dignity. In

the sacred song of the last century the composers are

divided into two specific groups who at first were sepa-

rated by various differences but have been brought closer

together during the modern age. The division between the

two groups was based on the development of church life

itself.

Ever since Gustavus Vasa (king of Sweden from 1523-

1560) brought about the Reformation of the Biksdag (national

parliament) of vasteras in 1527, the Swedish church (Luther-

an) has been a state church, organized and partially con-

trolled by the government. Because it is a national church,

any alterations and additions concerning its liturgy and

music must be sanctioned by the sovereign. Consequently,

the Swedish hymn book (koralbok) has changed very little

during the passing centuries. The first hymn book

88
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produced by the Reformation was used until the year 1697,

when a new chorale book, based on the new psalm book of

Jesper Swedberg (1695), was accepted. This was used until

the approval of the psalm book of J. 0. Wallin (1819), an

enlarged and revised edition of the old chorales (with a

supplement added in 1921) which was in use until 1939

when it was supplanted by the one now in use. With the

exception of this present one, the chorale books have

followed the chorale repertoire of Germany, developed by

Lutheran composers during the Reformation. In the begin-

ning, the German church had adapted several of the old

Catholic hymns and sacred school songs which are still an

important part of the Swedish hymn book of today. In the

year 1921 a number of religious songs of the so-called

"free churches" (i.e., non-Lutheran denominations, such as

the Methodists, Baptists, etc.) were added from the English

and American hymn books to the Swedish hymn book as an

experiment, and a few of these hymns may be found in the

latest revised chorale book of 1939. The sum of these

chorales and hymns have for generations formed the back-

ground of the religious musical expression which has been

used in the composition of other sacred songs and hymns

throughout the years. Since the sixteenth century, many

Swedish composers of church music have contributed greatly

to the Swedish hymn book. .
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The first and most important group in the development

of religious music in Sweden comprises the composers and

musicians from the nineteenth century to the present, of

the state church. Through the musical knowledge of both

the Baroque Era and the old Italian school of church music

there arose, in the nineteenth century, a tendency towards

a more elaborate style based on the old religious music of

the eighteenth century. This may be noticed in the music

of the Uppsala school in the middle of the nineteenth

century. (See pp. 8-19.)

One such composer was Jacob Edvard Gille (1814-1880),

whose compositions are written in an academic style. 1

Both he and O lander (see p.92) were active in public

affairs. Although the secular songs of Gunnar Wennerberg

(1817-1901) (see p. 16) and Jacob Axel Josephson (1818-

1880) (see p. 18) were simple and written in the "visa"

form, their religious music reveals other tendencies. The

new trends were not as evident in the music of Josephson as

in the compositions of Wennerberg, who had studied with

great interest the church music of the old Italian masters.

Wennerberg did not follow the influences of Mendelssohn and

his school of religious music. A mixture of Italian

influences and those of Handel are in his oratorios,

1G sta Percy, "Jacob Edvard Gille," Sohimans usik-
lexikon, edited by G~sta Morin, JoT. I (1950), pp. 565-566.
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exemplified in Jesu f .else (Birth of Christ), printed in

1863; Stabat , performed in 1893, and Jesu dm, per-

formed in 1901. These oratorios contained many fine arias

and choruses which reveal Wennerberg's keen understanding

for music of this type. The same qualities may be found in

his best known religious compositions, Stvcken ur Dvds

Psalmer (Selections from the Psalms of David) (see Fig. 29),

printed in 1861-1869 and 1884-1886, consisting of fifteen

collections for solo voice, choir and piano. From these

llan 4 - ssfrC Utv4, Akdeispt skit- ton- M;B4s

F .2.--4r WFNNERR Th PALm 5, tkAuks 5 8

fifteen collections were published, in two volumes, selec-

tions for solo voice with organ accompaniment. With these

psalms of David, Wennerberg gave to the churches of Peden

a treasure of music still used. Although not a musician by

2 Gunnar Wennerberg, "Psalm 31," Davids Psalmer, Vol.
II, p. 8.
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profession, he was one of the true representatives of this

type of religious music of the nineteenth century.

Another composer who wrote in the academic style was

Per Aqpst Olander (1824-1886). He belonged to the group of

composers who were influenced by folk music. In his opera,

Blenda, written in 1876, he attempted the. composition of a

national opera, as did Hallstrom (see pp. 28-31), but

without success.3

A composer possessing somewhat the same qualities as

Wennerberg and Josephson was Per Ulrik Stenhammar (1828-

1875), an architect by profession, who composed an oratorio,

David och S (D..d and Saul), written with orchestral

accompaniment and conducted by his son, Wilhelm Stenhammar

(see pp. 54-55), in 1900. A more joyous nature is revealed

in Ulrik Stenhammar's numerous sacred songs and hymns which

portray his deep religious understanding; still performed

are: "Denne 'ir min k'.re son" ("This is My Beloved Son"),

wastee ock av t'ornen varar" ("Must the Thorns Also Remain"),

and "H~stpsalm" ("Psalm of Autumn").

Only a few professional composers of the nineteenth

century had a deep interest in religious music, which was

3Anders Lundevall, "Per August Olander, " Sohlmans
Musikle ikon, edited by G3sta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p.1598.

4Bo Wallner, "Per Tlrik Stenhammar," Sohlmans iusik-
lexikon, edited by Gtsta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p.
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largely cultivated by amateur musicians. With the new

century this condition changed, since several of Sweden's

best vocal composers were church organists: Ivar Wideen

(1871-1951), Otto Olsson (1879- ) whose best works are

religious choral music, 6 David Wikander (1884- ) who has

been organist at the Storkyrkan (large church) in Stockholm

since 1920,7 Gustaf Jordovist (1886-1949) (see pp. 60-62),

the most outstanding composer of religious music in recent

years, and Oscar Lindberg (1887- ) (see p. 69). These

composers have restored the old traditions of Sweden's

church music by renewing the relations between folk music

and the church song. In connection with national romanti-

cism, the pure Swedish church song has obtained, through

these composers, its own originality of expression. Other

composers following the same tendencies are: Josef Jonsson

(1887- ) (see pp. 62-64) whose religious songs are out-

standing, but who has held no musical position in a church

as have the others mentioned; the well-known Gottfrid Teodor

Berg (1889- ) whose religious music reveals a different

5 Gosta Percy, "Karl Ivar Natanael Wideen," Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. IV (1952) , p.145'6.

6 -as ta Percy, "Otto Emanuel Ols son, " Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by G5sta Morin, Vol. III (1951); pp. 1333-
1334.

7 Bo Wallner, "David Wikander," ohlmans Musiklexikon,
edited by Costa Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p. 179.
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trend, the archaic, resembling the expression used before

the Reformation, and whose choral works best represent his

understanding for musical form and style and who has, since

1916, been organist at the Heliga Trefaldighets Church in

Gavle, Sweden, 6 and Nils Henry Paul Weman (1897- ) who

has been, since 1927, cathedral organist at Uppsala.9

Gustav Daniel Olson (1898- ) represents the younger

generation in Sweden's art song. 1 0

A different style of composition is found in the works

of Sven Jakob Sigvard Blohm (1907- ) who has written

religious music in a personal, melodic and contrapuntal

style. He has also composed secular songs which reveal

moderate romantic traits.1 1 Both Waldemar S~derholm

(1909- )12 and Sven-Erik Bick; 3 like Olson, reveal in

8 Alf Thoor, "Gottfrid Teodor," lm s Musiklexikon,
edited by GOsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp. 1+37-438.

9Ivar Stare, "oills Henry Paul 4eman," Sohlmans usik-
lexikon, edited by G3sta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p. 1412.

1 0 Bengt Hambraeus, "Gustav Daniel Olson," Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by GZsta Morin, Vol. III (1951)
p. 1331.

113o Wallner, "Sven Jakob Sigvard Blohm," Sohlmans
Jusiklxikon, edited by G Osta Morin, Vol. I (195), p. 539.

1 2 "Valdemar Saderholm," Sohlmans Musiklexikon, edited
by GOsta Morin, Vol. TV (1952), p. 1091.

13Gereon Brodin, "Sven-Erik Back, " Sh ns Musik-
lexikon, edited by GCsta Morin, Vol. 1 (1951), pp. 753-754.
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their religious music, modern influences as well as the

influence of the twentieth century German Baroque organ

movement (a movement interested in the composition of music

for organs such as the ones used before and during the time

of Bach, which resulted in a special style of composition).

Two composers belonging neither to the state church

group nor to the free church group are Carl Leonard Nylund

(1866-1945), a minister in Nykaping, who has composed

several outstanding religious and patriotic hymns, among

them "Kommen til mig" ("Come to Me"),tand Jacob Natanael

Nyvall (1894- ), organist at the Solna Church, Stocklholm,

who has attempted the combination of Swedish church music

and folk music. 1 5

The second group in the development of Sweden's re-

ligious music are the composers and musicians (from the

nineteenth century to the present) of the free church.

Shortly before the middle of the nineteenth century a great

religious movement took place throughout Sweden resulting in

the establishing, in Sweden, of the Baptist Church (1848),

the Methodist Church (1876), and the Svenska 4issionsfbr-

bundet (Swedish Mission Society, 1878). The music of these

1 4 "Carl Leonard Nylund," Sohlmans Musiklexikon, edited
by G5sta Morin, Vol. III (1951), p. 1292.

15Helge Malmberg, "Jacob Natanael Nyvall," Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. III (1951), p.
1299.
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three churches consisted of the hymns and melodies from the

churches of the same denominations in England and the United

States. It differed considerably from the music used by the

state church and it has never been considered as "real

church music" by the representatives of Sweden's official

church. However, this music has been of great importance

because its hymns are known all over Sweden. This is

evident in the musical influences on Hugo Alfven (see pp. 55-

56) and several other composers. The breach between the

music of the official church and that of the free church has

led to a new development. At the present the free churches

attempt the combination of their musical traditions with the

old Swedish folk music, and this effort has resulted in a

new type of national church music. An important factor in

this development is the demand of the free churches for

well educated musicians. Since the same standards of higher

musical education (required by the Royal Conservatory of

Music, Stockholm) are demanded by both the state church and

the free church, this may eventually result in a closer

relation between the two.

One of the first figures to contribute to this new

music was Oscar Ahnfelt (1813-1882) whose collection

Andelia nger (Sacred Songs), twelve volumes, written in

1850-1877, has been published in over sixty editions. These

songs with guitar accompaniment, which he sang and played
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himself , are written in the style of Swedish folk tunes.

(See Fig. 30.) Although the musical quality of these songs

is not outstanding, they possess, nevertheless, a genuine
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musical expression and are still performed throughout

SwedenJ 7

16oscar Ahnfelt, "L&t Upp, Lt UJp," A ia Singer,
p. 2. A copy of Ahnfelt's Andlia anger, in the posses-
sion of the writer, contains melodies with both piano and
lute accompaniments by Crusell, 1. Helvig, P. U. Stenhamar,
Mend.elssohn Bartholdy, Gustaf Geijer, Leonard Hijer,
G. Wennerberg, Richard Noren, as well as some, like Fig. 30,
with no composer's name attached, presumably by Ahnfelt
himself.

1 7 GSsta Tornbom, "Oscar Ahnfelt," Sohlmans Musiklexi-

kon, edited by Gsta orin, Vol. 1 (195),p.5.
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Significant is the music of J'5el Blomqvist (1840-1930)

whose collections , Sabbatsklockan (Sabbath Bell), written

in 1877-1878, Fridstoner (Tones of Peace), written in 1879-

1882, and Hemlandstoner (Tones of Home), written in 1891,

became very popular.lB The third important personality in

connection with the free church religious music of Sweden

was the Swedish-American, Johannes Alfred Hultman (1861-

1942), who was born in Sweden but was often heard in the

Swedish Mission churches of New York, Pennsylvania and

elsewhere. He was called "Solskenss ngaren" finger of sun-

shine), and his vocal collection dolskenss nger (Sunshine

ongs) is in four volumes containing five hundred songs,

written between 1910 and 1939. This is probably the

religious song book most widely used it Sweden. 1 9

Other new religious organizations founded in Sweden

within the last few years, although important, have yet to

produce any composers as noteworthy as those previously

mentioned. However, there is a coincidence in the musical

tendencies of the two: the tradition from the old folk

tunes.

1CarlM-Aman Moberg, "Jbel Blomqvist," Sohlmans Musik-
leioxj, edited by cdsta Morin, Vol. 1 (19517, p. 2.

T 9Gunno Sdersten and Gosta Percy, "Johannes Alfred
Hultman," Sohlmans Musiklexikon, edited by Gsta Morin,
Vol. II (1950), pp.TT41175.



APPENDIX II

THE SECULAR VISA

The simple pure song, known in Sweden as a tvisat

(ballad, ditty, air, melody, tune), is traditional. Origin-

ally it was derived from the secular as well as the sacred

folk song. The text of the visa may treat of almost any

subject. The actual difference between the visa and the art

song is difficult to explain. A visa possesses a simple,

singable melody and the text is usually more important than

the music, as is true in the old traditional ballad. The

pure visa is a narrative; it tells in many verses a tale or

gives a detailed description of an event, historical or

personal. Formerly, many significant events were conveyed

through the visa; consequently, the melody had to be simple

and easy to learn.

In the first chapter there was a discussion of the

eighteenth century visa (the songs of Bellman and Ahlstr3m)

(see pp. 2-7) as it was cultivated in the various societies

and Konditoris (cafes in which coffee and pastries are

sold) during the reign of Custaf III. During the nineteenth

century the visa became less artistic and developed into a

popular single-page publication, complete with gaudy

099
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sketches. They were sold by traveling peddlers as "visa

tryckte i ar" Songs printed this year) and were called

"skillingtryck," since they cost one "skilling" (two and

one half 5re or a fraction of one cent). They were similar

to the English broadsheets or broadsides, sheets of paper

crudely printed on one side with some ballad or the like and

sold throughout the country. These visor (plural form of

"visa") contained various texts, from sad love stories to

the murder of President Lincoln. With appearance of the

modern telegraph and daily newspapers, the "skillingtryck"

disappeared. However, Swedish people who were born in the

first decade of the twentieth century were still familiar

with these visor, exemplified by "Elvira Madigan," "Alvs-

borgsvisan ("Xlvborg Song"), and the mournful "Kors pa Idas

gray" ("The Cross on Ida's Grave"), during their childhood.

Even today these songs are still heard, but they have lost

their melancholy effect. The younger generation finds them

humorous, where the elder generation found them pleasantly

sad and mournful.

A new type of visa has developed since the beginning

of the twentieth century. The old simplicity and usually

the same quality of text are retained, but accompaniments

and melodies have become more artistic in expression.

Several composers have attempted the recreation of the old

visa but with little success. The most outstanding visor
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are the love songs, written in an idyllic style, and the

"sjmansvisa" (seaman's song), the latter of which has

reached its height through the songs of Evert Taube (see

p. 10 6 ). The visa is often composed with guitar or lute

accompaniment. Interesting is the fact that most of the

texts are written by the composers themselves.

The pioneer of the refined visa was Sven Scholander

(1860-1936) who was known throughout Europe as a traveling

troubador. He performed mostly the songs of Bellman (see

pp. 2-5) and the French chanson. However, he also performed

his own songs, accompanying himself on the lute. A typical

song of Scholander is "Helgdagskvll i timmerko jan" ("Holi-

day Eve in the Timberwoods "), text by D. Andersson, from the

collection Dan Anderssons visor (Visor of Dan Andersson),

published in 1924, which is inspired by the country in

northern Sweden. In 1909-1913 his large collection

Scholander-Programme was printed, containing his own songs

as well as songs from his repertoire by other composers.

Another song showing Scholander's style of composition is

"Til k rleken" ("To My Lover") from the collection snger

och Visor (Songs and Visor, texts by Dan Andersson. (See

Fig. 31.) Scholander was the idol for future "visa singers"

and, as artists, a few gained a reputation similar to his.1

1 Helge Nalmberg, "Sven Scholander, " Sohlmans usik-
lexikon, edited by Gbsta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p. 650.
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T i,3. S.ScboL n TILL Km k I sII$UR5es a-

obert Norrby (1875- ) composed visor for a society

known as the "Vsans runner," (see p.106). One of his most

famous works is the song "tvarte Rudolf" ("Black Rudolf"),

text by E. A. Karlfeldt. An author who composed music to

a few of his own poems was Martin Koch (1882-1940). Most

of his works were published in the collection of poetry,

Dansvisor (Dance Visor), written in 1929. He was not a

performer, as was Scholander, yet a number of his songs

became very popular, "Lyckan" ("Good Fortune") for example.

2Sven Scholander, "Till rleken," Sanger och Visor,
Vol. I, p. 2.

:
,_ ;,

,_
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A poet-musician, whose style is similar to that of Scholan-

der (see p. 101), was Birger Sj5berg (1885-1929). His songs

from the collection, Fridas bok (Fridas Book), are based on

idyllic poetry and. were published in 1922 through the per-

suasion of his friends and colleagues. (See Fig. 32.)

/lO 4esto

Ioft-VMWS-iwc-Mtr1 i4-6$4k -aRsk:<"*,MEN v&n f&R ksah nti'L~ n-r1psn W. k

F 3 abtBS0 P* bediAnNtA ES 5 -7.

Despite a natural shyness, Sjoberg performed his songs in

concert, which was the beginning of their popularity. After

his death a second collection, Fridas andr bok (Fridas

Second Book), written in 1929, was printed. Sjtoberg used

parody successfully throughout his songs in the same way as

did Bellman; the union of poetry and music is well balanced.

3:irger Sj'dberg "Pa beg'ran," Fridas bk, p. 13.

'+csta Percy, "Birger joberg," Sohlmans Nusikiexikon,

edited by Gbosta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p. 804.
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Like Scholander (see p. 101), a real minstrel, possess-

ing ability as a poet but differing in poetic style from

Sjberg, is Evert Axel Taube (1$90- ). Taube, who is also

a painter, went to sea at an early age and spent some time

on a ranch in South America. He knows and understands the

life of a sailor and no one has created a more vivid

description of the inward feelings and emotions of the

seamen than he. His songs, most of which are dances and

marches, well balanced in music and text, disclose a vein

of reality and truth in the personal events which he has

axperanced. (See Fig. 33.) Taube's early songs reflected

the use of the parody, an influence of Bellman (pp. 2-5);

later, however, his songs displayed a personal character.

I ______ NOIJ,

I/~~~~i~~ ~~~ 7~~~ifmmmf. 4n~~,k w'~r A *#~kM A

. 55j E~ 72ubz, Friticf ANds ?w dnscb, i1siati

5Evert Taube, Fritiof Anderssons Paradmarsch, p. 2.

I
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The relating of personal experiences through a fictional

character is employed by Taube in his earlier songs, notably

in the characters of the Gothenrberg sailor, Fritiof Anders-

son, and of the country squire, Hnnerdah1, whose home was

located on the Eastern coast of Sweden. Since the early

1920's Taube has published many song collections. From

1945 they have been reprinted under the title Samlade visor

(Collection of Songs), at the present time comprising

eleven volumes. The following are only a few of his most

outstanding songs: "Tateurare-valsen" ("Tattooer' s Waltz"),

"Eldare-valsen" ("Fire Waltz"), "Vals i gokotta" ("Cuckoo

Son g Waltz", "Mtte i monsunen" ("Meeting in the Monsoon"),

"Calle Schevens vals" ("Carl Shewns Waltz"), "Fritiof och

Carmencita" ("Fritiof and Carmencita") and "Oxdragarevisa"

("Oxdriver's Song"). These belong to the best of the

naturalistic visa.6

The visor of Frans Muben Isendorf Nilsson (1893- ),

a poet and painter of a different type, are written in a

similar style to those of Birger Sjberg. However, the

irony of Nilsson has been converted into a bitterness,

although his relation of events is done in a humorous

style. He has published collections such as Vanvrdiga

visor (isresectful Sos), written in 1935, V r vackra

6 Gsta Percy, "Evert Axel Taube, " Sohlmans usiklexi-
Von, edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. IV (1952),rT-F133-113 -
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vrld (Our. Beautiful Worid, written in 1937, and Balladen om

eken (Billad of the -ak>, written in 1947. Another composer

composing visor for the Visans Vinner Society (see p. 102)

was Per G sta Hgdell (1903- ).7 Written in a pure lyrical

quality are the visor of Anders Turesson (1906- ) who also

belongs to the minstrels. A typical example of his style is

the popular "IFlicka fran Backafall" ("Maiden from Backafall',

text by G. Jonsson, a love song. Turesson has published

several collections of songs not of his own texts, such as

1_4 visor av Dan Andersson (14 Visor of Dan Andersson),

Lutans ballader (Ballads for the Lute) Ur Johnny Sj mans

visbok (From Johnny's Seamans Song Book), Steran sel

(trLn Music), Visor med vackra rd (Sons wth Beautiful

Words), etc. 8

In 1936 the private society called Visans V7nner (the

friends of the visa), already mentioned, was founded, of

which Evert Taube (see p. 101) was the outstanding person-

ality. Several other composers have written visor for this

society, among them Erland von Koch (1910- )(see pp. 84-

85). Similar to the visor of Gunnar Turesson are those of

Bror Axel (Lille-Bror) S5derlundh (1912- ), written with

7Felge MalmberQ, "Per Gsta Badell," 0ohlmans kuik-
jeikon, edited by Gbsta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p. 1092.

8 "Anders Gunnar Turesson ," Sohlmans usiklexikon,"

Soh:mans usiklexikon, edited by Gsta Morin, Vol. IV(1952),
p. 273.
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poetic charm and melodic beauty.' His best known composi-

tions are settings to texts of Nils Ferlin, for example,

the collection N.r sknheten kom tilllhyn (When eaut

Came to the i.age), written in 1939, from which

"Pulex Irritans" is an example. (See Fg. 34.)

F.3I4-B..5oduRLundb, P ax Initsns, /M a54/

Written in the style of the parody and representing the

present period are the settings of Ulf Peder Olrog (1919-

). His collection Rosenbloms visor (Rsg 9Sons),

9"Bror Axel (Lille Bror) Sbderlundh," Sohlmans Nusik-
lexikon, edited by Gtsta Morin, Vol. IV (l9T2), p. 1092.

1 tBror Axel Sderlundh, "Pulex Irritans, lNar sk n-
heten .kopm til hba, p. 59.
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composed of six series, written in l945-l951, has become

quite popular among the younger generation in Sweden.11

Similar to the visa are the songs of the well-known

pianist, Johan Olof Wibergh (1890- ), whose collections,

Pastoral och rarodi (Pastoral and Parody), written in 1932,

and Lfrterdam och a derknekt (laid of Hearts and Liht of

Spades), contain humorous songs of an unusual fascination.- 2

Among the numerous composers of children's songs

(barnvisor) was the vicar, Karl Herman Palm (1863-1942),

who is also mown for his male quartets. 1 3  Several chil-

dreW s songs, such as "Ba, Ba, Blacksheep" and "Mother's

Little Olle," have become so world famous that few are

familiar with their origin, or are aware that some have

been written by a Swedish composer. The children's songs,

both words and music, by Alice Charlotte Tegner (1864-1943)

are often thought to be old folk nursery rhymes and songs

and have been translated into more than ten languages. So

very fine an understanding of children had this charming

woman that she immediately found her way to their hearts all

1 1 Helge Malmberg, "TUlf Peder Thorvaldsson Olrog,"
Sohl mans Musiklexikon, edited by Gbsta Morin, Vol. III
(1951) , p. 1W328

1 2Ake Brandel, "Johan Olof Wibergh, " Sohlmans Musik-
lexikon, edited by G sta Morin, Vol. I (1951), pp. 1450-1451.

1 3 Berit Berling, "Karl Herman Palm," Sohlmans husik-
lexikon, edited by Gosta Morin, Vol. IV (1952), p. 78.
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over the world. However, her greatest fame is in her own

beloved country. The song collection Sjung med oss, Mamma

(Sing with Us, Mamma), nine volumes, written in 1892-1934,

written for her own children, has formed a part of the

early education of generations of Swedish musicians and has

supplied them with the happiest of memories.14 From this

collection is her song 'Ba., ba, vita lamm" ("Ba, Ba,

Black:sheep"), a typical example of the works of A. rTegner.

(See Fig. 35.) A humorous and jolly representative of the

children's song was John Felix August K rling (1864-1937),

the son of August K3rling (see pp. 38-39). Felix Kdrling

composed, among others, the very popular collections Kisse-

Iisse-Mans, written in 1913, Wia-ua-Wampa, written in. 1915,

14 G6sta Percy, "Alice Charlotte Tegner," Sohlmans us

lexicon, edited by Gosta Aorin, Vol. IV (1952), p. 1139.

15Alice Tegner, "B'., bh, vita lamm," Sjun med oss,
'ima, Vol. I, p. 9.
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and Snip-Snan-Snorum. He has also composed other popular

songs in the style of the visa.l6  Two other composers who

have written outstanding visor and children's songs are

Ruben Liljefors (1871-1936) (see p. 64) and Gustaf iord-

qvist (l886-1949), (see pp. 60-621

1 6 c-sta Percy, "John Felix August Kriing ," Sohlmans
Musiklexikon, edited by Gsta Lorin, Vol. II (1951),
p. 4488.0
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INDEX OF COMPOSERS AND THEIR SONGS

The following songs have been mentioned throughout the

foregoing chapters and appendices. A number of these songs

are out of print and the others may be obtained through

various publishers. The abbrevaitions used at the right

side of each song or collection are:

Abr. L. (Abr. Lundquist Musikftrlag, Stockholm)

C. G. (Carl Gehrmans usikfbrlag, Stockholm)
&:S. (Elkan and Schildknecht, Stockholm)

F. S. T. (Foreningen Svenska Tonsttare, Stockholm)

G. S. (G. Schirmer, New York)

N. M. (Nordiska Musikf rlaget, Stockholm)

0. D. (Oliver Ditson, New York)

0. P. (out of print)

The numbers following the names of the composers refer

to the page numbers of this thesis. Alphabetization in

both the index and the bibliography is according to the

Swedish alphabet. Thus the letter A before A, and both

of these letters appear after the letter Z.
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Afzelius, A. A. . . . . . . . . . . .

Ahlstram, N . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Andeijgaa Sanger (0.?.)
Alfven H.,. * . . . . . . . . . . . .!

"En Bat Med Blommor" (C.G.)
Almquist, C. J. L.. . . . . . . . . . .

Sanes (C.G.)
"Den lyssnande aria"

Althen, K. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

"Land, du v'signade" (0.P.)
"Vad hr vi lska" (0.P.)

Ander erg, C.-00.. .a .! .# .0 .0 .a .a .a .! .! .#

Andersson, E. C. R. . . . . . . . .#..

Arlberg, G. E. F. . . ... ...

"Der Tod, das istgie Kihle Yacht"
"Selmas tanker i varen" (0.P.)
Sten Stur (ballad) (0.P.)
Tre sige

"S irmeri" (C.G.)

Vier Lieder (a.P.)
"0 nimm"
"Verh Tngniss"
"Vision"

Arwidsson, A. I.s. . . . . . . . . . .s

a glstgdm (opera)

-a turna (ballet)
"Dryckesvis a#".a( L.M.)

Fanal (opera)
Aulin, L. V.. . . . . . . . . . . *. .

Aulin, T. B. V. . . . . . . . . . . .
Drei Lieder (N.M.)

. . . . . . . 7, 23

. . . 0 . . 0 24

. . . . 5 0 0 96-97

. 0 . . . .55-56, 96

. . 9 .S . .

. * 9 . . * .

.

r."

(0.P.)

19-20

74-75

51,85
71-72
32-34

. . . . . 0 . 23
. . 0 0 0 . 69-70

. 0 . 4 0 0 . 45

. 0 . . . 9 . 73

Beckman, B. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

"Den langa dagens" (N.M.)
"Hvor skulde jeg" (N.M.)
"Slv, siv, susa" (N.M.)

BellmIan, C. M. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fre dans eoistlar (Abr. L.)
"Dick ur ditt glass"
"Htr, I Ophei Drngar"
"Kra Syster"
"Liksom en herdinna"
"Mrk hur vgr skugga"
"Stolta sta"
"Till Kra Mor pg Bruna D rren"
"Ulla, min Ula"
"'Vila vid denna KEl1a"

. . . . . . . 5'3

* . * 0 * . 9 2-6
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Composer Tbge

Fredmans sner (Abr. L.)
"Fjriln vingad syin.s p& Haga"
"Gubben Ioak"
"Joachirm uti Babylon"
"Opp Amaryllis"
"Trd frar, du nattens gud"

Berg, C. A. ". . . . . . . 0.n . 9 . . . 0 . . . . .72

Berg, C. N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66-67

"Die badenden Kinder" (N.M.)
2lva singer (N.M.)
Eelbrekt (Opera) (N.M.)
"Eros vrede" (N.M.)
"Hga Visan" (choral work)
Judith (opera
Leila (opera)
"Pre dik aren" (.

"Saul och David" (N.M.)
"Vinternatt" (N.M.)

Berg, G. T. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 93-94
Berwald, F. . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . 20-21
Bl ohmg, So.1J. So. . . . . . . . .. " ." .. . a .m.r..94

Blo m Vist, J. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . .98

Fridstoner (0.P.)
Hemlandstoner (0.P.)
Sabbatsklockan (O.P.)

Boman", P. ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23-24
L'unbz horn och Ia (play)
Valda svenska folksinger, folkdanseL och
folklekar (0.P.)

Broman, K. N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75-76
Kung if ch DrottniL _DIo (ballad) (0.P.)

Ba'ck, K. " . . . . . . . . . .. " ". " ". . ".". t .a.". 73-74

Tomten (ballad) (N.Mt)
Back, S.-E. . . . . . . .* . . 0 0 0 0 9 0 . 0 0 - - . 94-95

C.rusell, B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o . . 9,19
" Fogelleken" "(Abr. .)
"Frithiofs Saga" (Abr. L.)

DahlI, F. V. S.. . . . . . . . . . . . . * *. r. . . .51

Dahl, . A* a . . .a .. a .. ." " a a. . a.a.r. " a .".s. 45-46
"Bacchanal" (N.M.)
"Midsommar" (N.M.)

Dahlgrei, F.A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
"ThJnta a 1a'" (N.M.)
"V'rrl' nningarne (song-play; text by Dahlgren)
"nnFsrom, lfJ eI .r att . o.rn3. .M.).
"'Hur dljuft det 4.r att k+omgma"l(.M.)
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Dybeck, R.,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . *. . .. .

"Du gama, du fria" (arr. Dybeck)(G.S.)
"nandom, mod och morske man" (arr. Dybeck)

btna, G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Qda Sveticae (O.P.)

Ek, F. G.. . a . . . . . . . . . .* . .
"E, pastoral" (C.G.)
"Stockholm" (C.G.)

kI5f, E. . . . . . . . 0 0 . . .

Eriksson, J.. . . . . . . . . . . .

"HHstens vfr"
IEn h'stvisa" (N.M.)

Fernstr5m, J. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Frieberg, F. A. . . . . . * . . . . . .

Sogsfrun (musical play)
"Ljun y hrn " (ballad) (N.M.)

Frumerie, G. de . . . . . . . . . . .

'rtats An er(N.M.)0
"Det blir vackert d'tr du gr"

Frykl5f, H. . . *. * . . . . . . . . .

. . 21+-26

(G.S.)
. . . 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 * 81

* e . 0 0 5 0

* 0 0 0

75.
56-57

80
28

. . . . . 5 ,83 8

. . . . . . . 67

"Den slumrande lilla flicken" (Abr. L.)
"F asta aftonen i det nya hemmet" (Abr. L.)
11sik for s42ng och rdr fortepiano (Abr. L.)

"en" -len "

"Pg Nyfrsdage n"
"Svanbvits sang"

Sanrer vid Piano, Vol. I (Abr.. L.)
"Riddar Toggenborg "

Skner Z L4JPin I. II (Abr.T)
"Pg Nesa til hembygden"

'Ionerna" (Abr. .J
Gille, J. E.. .. 6 0 . #. .M. . . #. !- - - -! - -i-! -90

Gustaf, Prince . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . - - . - -18

"Dt undersktna dal" (G.S.)
"Students~ngen" (choral)

Haeffner, J. C. *F. . .. . * * .* * * . 0 - 0 -a - 7

Hallt, J. A * . . . . . . . * . * - - - - . . .- . . . . 40-43
"Jungfru Maria i rosengnrd" (C.G.)
"Junker Nils sjunger till lutanit (Abr. L.)

Legender h c Visor af Oscar Tevertin (N.M.)
"ucule"
"MThnika"
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"Saga I folkviseton" (1.1M.)
"Skogsrget" (N.)
"Sverige" (T. '.)
Tre visor i foikton (Mt)

"Jungfruin I det grbOnat
"0Th ungersvennen giok sig bort. . .

Waldermarsskatten (musical drama)
Ha1 l , nhs H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . .82

Hallstrom, I. C.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24,28-30
Den beg nna (opera)
Fyra Sanger (Abr. L.)

"Frid"
Fr_ ge (Abr. L.)

"Svarta svanor"
Tvenne s^ne (Abr. L.)

"Notturno "
Eaqiainius, A, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
Hellman, I. . . . * . . . . . . . . . . .0.a. . . . 76
Henneberg, C. A. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81-82

"Gedichte an Genia" (F.S.T.)
"Rynden kiarnar" (F.S.T.)

H n eer , R. .a .a .. . a f. . N. . f. . a. . +. .44

Hultman, J. A.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a . 98
colskeisnger (N.M.)0Haden , P.~G. .f . . . ., . .., ... . . .t . 106

HgkansOn, K.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68-69
S nra om rtat (N.M.)

"No. 11"
Hbgg, G. W. . . . . . . . . . .

"Slummers#ng" (G.S.)
H .gg, J. A.. . . . . . . . . . .

Jy sjAnger ocb visor (0.P.)
Sieben Lieder (0O..
ToTTsnegr oc. visor (0.P,)

Jacobsson, J. . . . . . . . . ..

Johnsen, H. P.. . . . . . .

24 Oder (0.P.)
Jonsson,~5.~P.. . . . . . .

"Herrens btln" (N.M.)
T]re singer '

"Under haggarna" (N.M.)
Josephson, J. A... . . . . .

"Hemflngtan" (C.G.)
""Lngton fr n hatvet" (C.G.)
"Stjlrnkl'a:rt" (C.G.)
"Vgrsang" (N.M.)
"Vrme och Ijus" (C.G.)
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Kallstenius,+E. !. .1.1t* -- s-"-- - -
"Ftr vilana fttter sjunger gr-#set"
Sngoffer (cantata)

Koch, N#. . - -. . --- #-.-.-.-.-.-# 
-

"Lyckan" (N.M.)
Koch, B. S. V. von. . . . . . . . --

Exotiska sanger (E.S.)
a wlsenska Wjisor (N.M.)

Koch, S. C. E. von. . . . . . . . . .# -

"Den drommande system" (N.M.)

K~rling, J. F. A. . . . . . . . . . .

Kisse-isse-ans (N.M.)
Snip-Snapp-Snoim (N.Y.)
Wia-ua-WampaG (.)

Korling, S. A.. * . - . . . . - . . -

"AftonstAmning" (C.G.)

"Evita rosor" (C.G.)
"TNr st jenehAre n blinker" (C.G.)

" a

(F.S.T.)

* - - 9 0 9 9

- a 9 9 - - -

78-79

102

65

* 9 9 9 . .84-85,106

* 9 9 9 0 9 -109-110

- - 9 9 0 9 -

Larsson, L.-E.. * * * . * . - , . . - -.- f-a-

"Fbr vilsna fotter sjunger grset" (F.S.T

"Kadonnas vaggvisa" (f.M.)
Li J , .B. - . - - - o-- -

H7stirk (N.M1.)
Yr ilyri1k N.M.)

Tiljefors, I. K.. . . . . . * * . . . - - . -e

Liljefors, R. * . * * . . - . . . . * - - .

Lindberg, 0. F. * . . . . - . . . * . - . - .

Lindblad, A. F . . . . . - . . * - . * . .

-E sommarafton" (C."
"En. somrnardag" (C.G.)
Son s of Sweden (collection edited by G.

Tg"Mn~tro? Jo, jo" (G.S.)
Lindblad, 0.. . . . . . . . . - - - - * -*

"'Dal.en t1(N.M.)

"Kungss9ngen" (N.M.)

Son of Sweden (collection edited by G.

"Lif drabatten och Kung Erik" (G.S.)
ndvik, H. . * . * . . * . * . . . . . - -

"Du sofver blott" (E.S.)

38-39

83

Yankeli , I. H.. . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - * - - 47-4 8

Ar bische 4chte (N.M.)
Tvd sXn"er (N.M.)

Me].chers, H. M . .. .50

"Acht Zigeunerlieder" (N.M.)
"Feberdiste" (N.M.)
"Tva sanger ur Salomos Bb-ga Visa" (F.S.T.)

119
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Milveden, J. I. G.. . . . . . . ." . .
Morales, 0. 5. M. .0. . . . . .

"Etto blodsbrbllop" (N.M.)
Roserstaden (N.M.)
2 snger av F Nygaard (N.M.)

Murktell, H. U. . . . . * . . . .* .
Ildr ttningn (ballad) (O.P.)

Myrberg, A. 4. - . . . . . . .

"Serenad" (C.G.)
2Lx visor ocb ballader (Abr. L.)
"Sj'jonungn

Nilsson, F. R. I. . . . . . . .

Balladen om eken (0,P.,)
Zan dia visor (0.P.)
Thr vcckra YJld (0.P.)

ordblcm, J. E. . . . . . . . . . .

lordovist, G. L.. . . . . . . . . ..

Hljartat jinger (Abr. L.)
"Ujatas somar"

Psalm ochin (Abr. L.)
"Davids 23dje psalm"

Tre Davids psalmer (N.M.)
Norm an,~L.. . . . . . . . . . . ..

Sk : s nger (0.P.)
12 sdnr(Abr. L.)

Miestr?.lr"

Norrby, B.. . . . . . . . . . .. .

"Svarte Rudolf" (N.M.)
Norman, J. A.. . . . . . . . . .

Eylund, C. ,. . . . . . . . . . . .
"Kommen til mig" (N.M.)

Nystroet, G.. . . . . . . 9 . . ..

Nyvall, J. N. .* .a. . . . . . . . . ."

Olrog, U. P.. . . . . . . . . . . .

Rosenbloms visor (O.P.)
Olson, G. D.. . . . . . . . * . *. . .

Olssn, 0.. . . . . . . . . . . .

Palm, . H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Paulson, . . . 9 . . . . . . . . .

Peterson-Berger, W. . . . . . . . . .

Anljot (opera)
"Intet Ir scm vantanstider" (Abr. L.)

"Ti'l Brden" (0.D.)
"Titania" (0.1).)
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Composer Page

Pergament, M . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .

Pistolekors, L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

80
44

R ndelg , A.. ". !. #. #.#.*.#. . #.O. . . #.#.#. . #. #. #. 24,27
r'rmlnningr2 (song-play; music by RHandel)

agstrSm, T. . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58-60
"Brinnande Ijus" (F.S.T.)
"Ben till natten" (N.M.)
Kronbruden (opera)
Mat Lard (2nd symphony)
'Notturno" (N.M.)
"Pan" (N.M.)
"Pionerna" (N.M.)
"Semele, Semele" (N.M.)
"'Villemo, Villemo hvi gick DW" (N.TM.)

Roman, J. *.. . .* . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Rosenberg, H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
Rubenson, A. . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31-32

Schildnecht, B. A. . . . . . . . .

Soholander, S.
Dan Anderssons visor

"Helgdagskv"ll i timmerkojan"
Scholaner-gram'e (N.M.)
S ineroch Visor (:.M.)

"Till krleken"
Seymer, J. W. . . . . . . . . . . ..

"Dryanden" (N..)
"Stiller Gang" (N..)

Sjoberg, B. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fridas andra bok (N.M.)
Fridas bok (.M.)

t a b :an"

82

(N.i.)

. 9 9 9 9 . . . 71

. 9 9 . 9 . . . 103

Sj berg, C. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"Tonerna" (Abr. L.)

S g ren, E. . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

"Visa" (C.G.)
SkO1 d, K. Y.. . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . .«w

Sterhar ar, C. W. E.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

"Adagio" (0.D.)
"Ein Fichtenbaum Steht Einsam" (0.D.)
"Sj rn5ga" (0,D.)

Stenhammar, P. U. . . . . . . . . 9

David och Saul (oratorio)
"Denrnear mmnkdre son" (Abr. L.)
"H5stpsalm" (N.M.)
"Mtste ock av trnen varar" ( .M.)

SvedboM, 1. . . . . .d .G. -
oten Sture (ballad) (C.G.)

72-73

52-53

81
54-55

92
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*oderhoim, W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94-95
$3derlUndh, B. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..106-107

"Pulex Trritans"
S iderman, A.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8,35-38

Der Schwarze Ritter (ballad) (0.P.)
Iinder5slei n (cycle) (Abr. .L.w).

"Zehn' deine Wang' an Meine ang'"t

Taube, E. A.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10i,104-105406
"Fritiof Anderssons Paradmarsch" UIM.)
Samlade visor (E.S.)

"Calle Schevens vals"
"Eldare-valsen"

"Fritiof och Carmecita"
"M6te i monsunen"
"Oxdragarevisa"
"Tateurare-valsen'
"Vals I g kotta"

0Tegner, A. C.0 . . . r. s. A. 0. ".a.*. . s.". . . l. ". s. s.108--109

Sn med oss, Mamma (N.M.)
"B b vita lamn"

Turesson, A.. . . . .

"Flicka fran Backafall" (0.P.)
Lutans balladjr (0.P.)
Ster ngs l (0.P.)

Ur Johnny S omans sbk(P.
_r visor av Dan Ander.sson (0.P.)
Visor med vackra ord (0.?.)

0
Udden, A. 0. S. . . . . ...

" - 9 . 0 . 9 .

r 9 9 . 9 . . 51,82
1":Y

Wachtieister, C. A. H. . H.. . . . . . . . . . . . -

Wa hlberg, H. A. *. a.a.a.aa. . . . . . . . . . . . .a .

Weman, TN.H P.. . ............................. . . . . . . -

Gluntarne (0.P.)
"Slottsklorkan

t

Jesu dam (oratorio)
J S Ojelse (oratorio)
"J ttnn" (C.G.)

"Kaiser Barbarossa" (0.P.)
Stabat mater (oratorio)
Syc~ken ur Davids Psamr_ (C.G.)

Wennerberg-Reuter, S. 1i. E. E. . . . . . . . -a . -

fiber h, J. 0.. .a .a .a .a .a .* .a .* .* .* .a -f -* .a -" -" -f -a -"

mrterd och S terlmekt ( .. )
Pastoral oc parodi (N.M.)
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tid ne , I.. . . . g. - - -

Wikander, D.. . . . . . . . . -

Wikiund, A. . . . - . - . - . - -

Wilhelmi, J. T. J.. . . . . - .
.ire , D. I* I . - a- . a. . a. a - -

" En hMsens kil"(N.M.)

Wohifart, K. A. . . . . -. -

Sex Visor (N.M.)
"Aspens lovverk livar

Tio rgon(.G.)
tMorgons ng"

Ahlstrom, 0.9 * . . . - . . . . .

"Goda gosse, glasset tam" (0.P.)
Skaldestycken satte. mustk (0.P.)

u6j ej den gryende dagenfBrut"
k rber ,C. E. E.- - . . # . - . -. -. -# -

XBee morrn blekna" (N.M.)
"I aria morgortimma" (N.M.)
"0, hade jag en cuidpokal" (N.M.)
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